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Despite everything the past year has brought, it’s clear that our students
are still as passionate and excited about studying a language abroad
as ever. For many, months of not being able to travel has only made the
desire to explore the world and learn new things even greater. We at
Kaplan can’t wait to enable students to change their lives by learning a
new language and diving head-first into life abroad.

Oxford

Kaplan has a fantastic network of English, French and German language
schools spanning seven different countries across the globe. There are
so many exciting places for you to discover. From the iconic business
capitals of New York City and London to the surfer beaches of Santa
Barbara and the stunning lakes of Montreux, you can find your ideal
study destination with Kaplan.

London
Torquay

Over the past two years, we have all been challenged in so many different
ways. Through everything, we have continued to adapt, innovate, and
meet those challenges head on. Here at Kaplan, we are delighted to see
the world gradually returning to normal. Learning in-person – both in and
outside of the classroom – is where our students can really benefit from
the power of language immersion.

Bournemouth

SEVEN
COUNTRIES
Choose your ideal location
from 28 amazing schools
around the world

If further study abroad is your goal, we’ll be proud to help you on your
academic journey. We have partnerships with prestigious universities
in the UK, USA and Australia, dedicated academic pathway programs
in Europe and even our own Kaplan Business School in Australia. Our
specialized academic and exam preparation courses will prepare you for
life in a real academic environment and equip you with the tools you need
to excel in your studies, in your career and beyond.
With over 80 years of experience in helping students to achieve their
personal and professional goals, Kaplan is a strong and reliable choice
for your language courses. We are truly passionate about language
education, and we’ll do everything in our power to help you have an
unforgettable experience of living and studying abroad.
With the strong backing of our parent company, Graham Holdings
(formerly the Washington Post Company), you know you can count
on Kaplan to be around even in uncertain times. No matter what’s
going on in the world, our schools will always be a safe and welcoming
environment for our students. We look forward to showing you what it
means to be one of them.
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WE ARE KAPLAN
INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGES
THE WORLD’S LANGUAGE SCHOOL
No matter what’s going on in the world, learning a language is always an incredible way to
enrich your life. We’ve been helping students from all walks of life to fulfil their academic,
professional and personal potential for over 80 years, and now provide English, French and
German courses around the globe. We believe in the power of language education to open
doors, create exciting futures and change lives.

DID YOU KNOW?
• Bilinguals can focus more
easily and multitask more
effectively than their
monolingual counterparts
• More than a third of positions
advertised by Bank of
America in 2015 were for
bilingual workers
• Being bilingual can improve
your creativity – having two or
more words for one idea can
improve elasticity of thinking
When you can speak another
language, the future you want
is within your reach. And with
Kaplan, you’ll receive guidance
and support every step of
the way.

WE ARE INTERNATIONAL
Languages bring us together. In a typical year, we
welcome over 40,000 students to our schools from
Europe, the Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS), Asia and the Pacific, the Americas, Africa and the
Middle East, uniting individuals from different cultures
to help nurture an expansive and inclusive worldview.
Whether you’re studying with us in school or remotely
from thousands of miles away, you’re working with
people from all over the world towards a shared goal.

WE’RE ALWAYS ADAPTING
We’ve seen many changes and major events in the
world in the 80 years we’ve been teaching. Through
it all, Kaplan has continued to deliver high-quality
language tuition that changes lives for the better. This
year, we’ve introduced K+ Live, a blended learning
suite that takes the best of our immersive learning
experience and makes it available online, from
wherever you are in the world. In our schools, we’ve
implemented extensive new safety measures to help
everyone feel confident while studying with us. And
as we’re part of Graham Holdings, a large and wellestablished company, you can be sure that we’ll always
be here to welcome you, even during uncertain times.

WE DELIVER EXCELLENT LANGUAGE TUITION

80 YEARS OF
EXCELLENCE IN
EDUCATION

We strive for excellence in everything we do and
everything we offer at Kaplan. Our dedication to
providing quality language education is reflected in
our 97% recommendation rate from our past students
and our ‘Excellent’ rating on Trustpilot. We follow
our own bespoke curriculum, delivered by friendly
teachers from diverse backgrounds who understand
exactly what it’s like to study abroad. Our courses can
be complemented with add-ons so you can maximize
your study time, while our social programs allow you to
apply what you’ve learned in fun and engaging ways.

As one of the world’s largest and most diverse education
providers, we’ve been helping students to achieve outstanding
results for over 80 years. Founded by Stanley Kaplan in 1938
to increase access to education, Kaplan now has operations
in 28 destinations and offers education and training to more
than one million students worldwide. Finally, Kaplan benefits
from the financial stability that comes from being part of the
large Graham Holdings Company, formerly The Washington Post
Company, so you can rest assured we will be here to welcome
you when it’s time to study.

WE’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT LANGUAGES
We believe that languages are the key to the world.
English, French and German are the languages of
international business, the United Nations, music,
science, literature and so much more. Speaking
another language empowers you to explore new
places to and excel in ways you may never have
thought possible.
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GROW WITH KAPLAN
At Kaplan, we help you to grow in all kinds of ways. Not only your language skills, but your self-confidence,
your awareness of other cultures and your opportunities in life.
When you choose Kaplan, you are choosing a school you can trust to help you achieve this growth – and we
make sure nothing gets in your way. We have thought of everything to make your stay the most rewarding
and comfortable experience possible.

OUR PROMISE TO YOU
Our customer service is underpinned by three promises – that you will grow your confidence, grow your skills and
ultimately grow your future prospects, once you’ve mastered a new language.

GROW YOUR CONFIDENCE
We can arrange for a friendly face to meet you at the
airport and help you find your way around. On your
first day you’ll have a welcome tour of your destination
and we’ll introduce you to everyone at the start of your
course. Our carefully selected homestays and student
residences all provide a safe, comfortable and supportive
environment where you’ll feel at home.
If you need someone to talk to at any time of day or night
at our English schools, there will always be someone at
the other end of the phone on a 24/7 helpline. You’ll be
living like a local before you know it.

GROW YOUR SKILLS
When you study English with us, we’ll create a
personalized learning plan for you on your first day and
adapt it as your skills grow. You’ll also benefit from our
advanced testing system, KITE, to assess when you may
be ready to move up a level. We’ll guarantee your progress
on selected intensive English courses, and you can track
your improvement through our proficiency levels.*
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Outside the classroom, our social programs on all
our language courses give you the opportunity to
apply everything you’ve learned to the real world.
All activities will not only help you to explore your
destination, but to improve your language skills.

GROW YOUR FUTURE
On our English courses, we offer a one-to-one check-in
two weeks before the end of your course to make sure
you’ve got everything you wanted from your time with
Kaplan. If you feel like you want to grow your skills
even more, we can arrange course extensions and
extra tuition for you, depending on your needs.
It doesn’t have to end here – stay in touch with your
new international network and expand it even more by
joining our exclusive alumni community for English to
stay involved with Kaplan.

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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OUR APPROACH TO
TEACHING LANGUAGES
At Kaplan, we believe the best way to learn a language is to throw
yourself in at the deep end right from the start, practicing what you’ve
learned every single day. Our seamless learning experience integrates
the power of full immersion, the best of modern teaching methods and
a bespoke curriculum. As you discover all the wonderful things your new
city has to offer, you’ll find yourself practicing what you’ve learned in the
classroom and absorbing new vocabulary every day.

ENTHUSIASTIC TEACHERS
We choose friendly teachers from a variety
of different backgrounds. Our teachers
provide dynamic and interactive lessons
designed to prepare you for using a new
language in the real world, and they
take personal satisfaction in helping
each individual grasp complex ideas.
Small class sizes allow our teachers to
get to know you and help you to build a
personalized learning strategy that works
for you.

360˚ LEARNING
We constantly update our materials to
keep lessons interesting and relevant.
Class activities could revolve around
events in the news or recent movies or TV
shows. We work with the latest technology
to ensure your learning process is
seamless and intuitive, with no awkward
transitions between in-class study and
home assignments.

MEET THE
SCHOOL
TEAM
We choose friendly and
enthusiastic staff from a wide
range of backgrounds who
understand exactly what it’s like
to study abroad. Our teachers,
school directors, social program
managers and accommodation
advisors are dedicated to making
your experience as rewarding and
memorable as possible.

Sarah Brown
Director of Studies, Dublin

Lisa Holsworth
Area School Director, San Francisco - Berkeley

Definitely the most rewarding
thing is helping students on a day
to day basis. Students can come
into my office with a million and
one different stories, problems or
situations and I always like to think
they‘ll leave my office happy.

Whenever I ask students what they love
about their teachers, it‘s always about
how our teachers are willing to go the
extra mile, in the classroom and outside
the classroom.

EXCELLENT FACILITIES
Our schools use an interactive learning
display to bring exercises for our
curriculum to life. Our multimedia labs are
much more than somewhere to check your
email – they’re equipped with interactive
online tools to help you dig deeper into
what you’ve learned in class. Many of our
schools also provide Chromebooks for
student use.

I was very surprised by the high level of motivation
by the teachers – I had never seen anything like that
before. All the teachers were very caring and dedicated
and always took the time to answer the students’
questions and concerns.
Sina Dommann, Switzerland
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Bonenfant Clemence
Teacher, Lyon

Sofi Bacon
Regional Accommodation Manager, Oxford

Felix Breitkreuz
Center Manager, Berlin

I have been teaching French for
around two years now. It is important
for me to help the student improving
their knowledge of French. I enjoy
seeing them obtaining the best
level they can reach. I would love to
introduce more our occidental culture
to all the countries around the world.
I can also speak Japanese, so I would
love to see more Japanese people
learning our beautiful language and
culture, so みんな来てください !
Nous vous attendons tous!

I arrange accommodation for students
in our residences or homestays, or
offer advice when they choose private
accommodation. Our hosts are great!
Many of them have been with us for
many years and provide students with
supportive environments to learn in.

I have been working in the school
now for more than 20 years, first as
a teacher, then Director of Studies
and nine years as the school’s
director. To welcome people from
all over the world in my hometown
of Berlin and the mix of cultures,
tasks and challenges is an
everyday inspiration!
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OUR RESPONSIBILITY AS A
GLOBAL EDUCATOR

OUR
STUDENT
SUCCESS
STORIES
Reimi Kubo
Japan – Studied in the USA

Mirko de Martini
Italy – Studied in Dublin

I’ve always wanted to study
English, and when my husband
got relocated to the USA, I took
that opportunity to enroll at
Kaplan International. When I first
arrived my English was very poor.
I couldn’t speak or understand
anything. I’d forgotten everything
I learned while in school. Now my
grammar is improving, and I can
speak more naturally and with
greater confidence.”

I decided to study English because
nowadays it’s an important language
to know. It‘s really useful if you want to
work in a multinational company. But
being here I understood that the most
beautiful thing is that with English
you can communicate with everyone.
You are not stuck with your nationality
– you can go beyond that. When I
decided to study English, it was only
for career reasons but now that I‘m
going to finish my experience, I think
that it‘s more for communication.

Since its founding more than 80 years ago, Kaplan has been a beacon for expanding educational access. In the US, where
Kaplan is headquartered, the Kaplan Educational Foundation has been supporting students from economically and socially
disadvantaged communities to progress to top US universities since 2006. In other parts of the world, Kaplan International
partners with charities and non-profit organizations on a range of initiatives that help remove barriers to education and
career development.

HELPING TO EDUCATE GIRLS
IN AFRICA

Alejandro Contreras
Venezuela – Studied in Bournemouth

Emoke Zakor
Romania – Studied in Brisbane

Luis Felipe Tomaz de Souza
Brazil – Studied in Montreux

What I like about my teachers is
they always try to speak with me
as if I was another British person.
They treat me as someone who‘s
walking in the street and they
come across and talk – that‘s quite
challenging, but I really like it. I like
the way they want me to improve
every single time and they support
me in every doubt I have, and this
is awesome.

Since I have been here, my English
has improved very much. When I
started I wasn’t confident – I was
nervous when I had to speak – but
now everything is better. Now I
hope I’m going to Cambridge and
after I would like to do the IELTS as
well, so I’m really excited.

I will remember this experience
all my life; I have great memories
from it. The teachers and staff of
the school are exceptional. Not
only did I learn French, I also made
friends for life, who are like family
now. Thank you for giving me
this opportunity!
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We’ve been working with Plan
International UK since 2013 to
help deliver better educational
opportunities to girls in SubSaharan Africa. In Senegal,
Kaplan’s funding has helped Plan
International to support 1,000
girls aged 9-16 across 16 schools
in improving their education. In
Sierra Leone, Kaplan has been
working with Plan International to
give 483 young women the chance
to become teachers, following
guidance by the Forum of African
Women Educationalists.
Over the next two years, Kaplan
International will be supporting
Plan International’s work on the
SAGE program in Zimbabwe.
The SAGE program (Supporting
Adolescent Girls into Education)
works with communities across
Zimbabwe to identify girls who are
out of school and offer them routes
back into education.

SPONSORSHIP AND VOLUNTEER
TEACHING

Working with charities such as
RefuAid, we have sponsored refugees
from Syria and other conflict zones to
study English at our schools. We also
provide licenses for our online learning
materials to groups teaching refugees
and asylum seekers.

CARING FOR LOCAL
COMMUNITIES
We run regular volunteering and
donation drives for disadvantaged
communities and offer our facilities
to charities and local schools. This
not only benefits those in need,
but also helps our students to build
connections within an Englishspeaking community. Last year, we
provided food and clothing to local
homeless shelters and collected
sanitary products and toiletries for
victims of domestic violence.

THE KINDNESS CURRICULUM
Kaplan Australia has partnered with
The Kindness Factory to launch the
Kindness Curriculum for students
at school from Kindergarten until
Year 12. By empowering children
to navigate the highs and lows of
life with humility and compassion,
the Kindness Curriculum helps to
build resilience and make the world
a kinder place. The curriculum
is currently in use in over 2,000
Australian schools, with plans to
roll it out in the UK and the US.
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CHOOSE YOUR
IDEAL COURSE

FRENCH AND GERMAN
COURSES WITH ALPADIA

Whatever your goals, you’ll find a language course
to match your interests, ambitions and schedule –
whether you have just a few weeks to study or as
much as a whole year. Our friendly and approachable
teachers will help you to progress quickly and
with confidence.

FLEXIBLE FRENCH AND GERMAN COURSES

Choose from a Standard 20, Intensive 25 or
Premium 30 flexible language course with
start dates throughout the year, starting from
beginner level.

ENGLISH COURSES
WITH KAPLAN

EXAM PREPARATION COURSES
Improve your language skills at Alpadia and
return home with an official language diploma.
Prepare for the DELF/DALF, TCF, TELC, Goethe or
TestDaF exams.

Do you need a general boost to your English level? Are
you studying for a particular exam? Do you want to
improve your fluency? Is a flexible lesson plan important
to making the most of your time abroad? We have a
program that will fit your language goals perfectly.

ACADEMIC PATHWAY PROGRAM
With university partners located across France,
Germany and Switzerland, Alpadia’s academic
pathway program gives you the opportunity
to progress to a degree in business, design,
engineering, finance, information systems, media,
music and more.

FLEXIBLE ENGLISH COURSES
Study from 1-52 weeks on our General, Semi-Intensive
or Intensive English courses with start dates every week
and a variety of starting levels.

LONG-TERM COURSES
Spend several months really getting to know the new
culture and city surrounding you, while improving
your English fluency and building invaluable skills to
bring you one step closer to achieving your career or
academic goals.

COURSE UPGRADES
Tailor your English-learning package to your personal
needs and progress even faster with options to add more
tuition time and one-to-one classes to your course.

EXAM PREPARATION COURSES

NEW PHOTO

Develop the skills, strategies and confidence that will
help you raise your scores in the TOEFL®, IELTS, GRE®,
GMAT® or Cambridge English exams.

SPECIFIC ENGLISH COURSES
Learn English for the workplace with our Business
English courses, or build advanced English proficiency
along with all the debate, presentation and public
speaking skills you need to thrive in an academic setting
with our English for Academic Pathways course.

ONLINE COURSES
Learn English online in a virtual classroom setting with
K+ Live, our unique blended learning suite. Classes are
taught in real-time, so your teacher can provide instant
feedback to help you improve. You’ll also enjoy online
social activities, where you can practice your English
with your classmates.
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Socialize while practicing your language skills. Throughout the
week, our teacher-led clubs allow you to focus on specific language
issues such as pronunciation or vocabulary – or you can put your
English to practical use as you learn a new skill or share a hobby
such as food or photography. Typical K+ Learning Clubs include
Reading, Debate, Conversation and Life Skills clubs.

GUARANTEED PROGRESS

A NTE

SS

RO

K+ is aligned to the CEFR (Common European Framework of
Reference) levels.

Our exclusive K+ Course Books guide you through the learning
journey with relevant, up-to-date content focusing on realworld scenarios. Interesting topics and exercises will help you
gain confidence, step by step. You’ll receive a new course book
every two weeks.

AR

ED

Dr. Bror Saxberg, M.D. Ph.D,

When you study English with Kaplan, you’ll benefit from some unique features, designed to help you progress quickly
and develop skills you can apply to the real world.

P

Our unique blended learning system was designed by an
international team of experts to harness the power of digital,
text-based and interpersonal teaching methods. Our books,
online resources and clubs work together to help you learn fast
– in the classroom, on the move, and at home.
Even when you’ve finished your studies at Kaplan, you can
continue to practice and refresh your skills with a subscription to
K+ Online and K+ Online Extra.

WHAT MAKES KAPLAN’S
ENGLISH COURSES UNIQUE?

The K+ approach optimizes the learning of English
by applying research‑based practices of feedback
and group‑based learning. In class, K+ maximizes
opportunities for students to use their new skills
together, receiving feedback from their teachers.
K+ Online helps students to practice as much as
they need on their own, making their in‑class and
social activities more productive and enjoyable.

GU

KAPLAN’S BLENDED
LEARNING SYSTEM
FOR ENGLISH

GRE

Editable text version

A4 Page size

Outlined text version with solid white centre

Outlined text version with white centre knocked out

For more information, read the Guaranteed Progress terms and conditions: kaplan.to/gptc22

Track your grades, search the online grammar catalog and
review clear explanations of the topics you’ve covered.
Activities, games and quizzes allow you to reinforce the
progress you’ve made in class, and you’ll receive instant
feedback on assignments and exercises.

REAL ENGLISH
Moving from an intermediate to an advanced level of a language can be tricky – that’s why we
developed Real English, a special skills class designed to take your English out of the classroom
and into the real world. Working with your fellow students, you’ll complete engaging projects like
creating a school newspaper, recording a podcast or producing a city guide. You’ll learn how and
when to take a leadership role, how to delegate and how to express your opinions, all while using
your English skills to solve real problems and achieve real results.

Move beyond progress made in class with new grammar,
pronunciation and vocabulary exercises, interactive questions,
videos and audio examples. You can tailor your K+ Online
Extra experience to suit your individual strengths and
weaknesses, and all progress is automatically saved to your
personal account.

KITE ADAPTIVE ONLINE ASSESSMENT
Kaplan’s International Test of English (KITE) is an advanced testing system which adapts to your
responses. The difficulty of the questions changes as you go along to build a highly accurate
impression of your strengths and weaknesses. This allows us to place you in the correct class
and fine-tune your learning experience according to your needs. We can even assess your English
proficiency with KITE before you leave home, on arrival at our school, and when you may be ready
to move up a level.

Express
K+ Live is a blended learning suite that takes the best of Kaplan’s
immersive learning experience and makes it available at home.
K+ Live provides virtual classroom lessons, taught online by our
friendly English teachers, combined with our unique package of
offline materials, online resources and study clubs.

We’re so confident in our teaching methods on selected intensive English courses in the US, UK,
Ireland and Canada, we’ll make you a promise. Study with us for 10 weeks, attend at least 95%
of your classes and complete all your homework assignments - and you’ll move up at least one
proficiency level. If you have at least a 95% attendance rate, good behavior, complete all your
homework and don’t reach that goal, we’ll offer you four weeks of extra tuition for free.

K+ Live Express is an ideal addition to an in-person course.
Study online for one to two hours per day, focusing either
on speaking & listening or grammar & vocabulary, or both.
Make extra progress by supplementing your face-to-face
learning with online tuition.

LISTENING

LI
K+ VE

K+
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READING

GRAMMAR

SPEAKING

WRITING

ONLINE LESSONS WITH K+ LIVE
Our K+ Live classes are taught by our friendly and enthusiastic teachers in a virtual classroom with
students from all over the world. You can speak and write as you would normally do in school,
and your teacher can respond and provide feedback in real time. You’ll also enjoy our online social
program, where you can practice your English and get to know your classmates through fun virtual
activities like karaoke, movie nights, cooking lessons and quiz nights.
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FLEXIBLE ENGLISH COURSES
GENERAL ENGLISH

Develop your core English skills: reading,
writing, grammar, vocabulary, conversation
and pronunciation

INTENSIVE ENGLISH

Our Academic Semester course is either five or six months long, while our Academic Year course is
eight months long with two session breaks. Both courses are semi-intensive, allowing you to balance
study time with exploring a new city.

K+ ONLINE

Access to interactive online study materials

K+ ONLINE EXTRA

COURSE UPGRADES

Unlimited access to additional online learning
materials for independent study

6 HOURS

SPECIFIC SKILLS LESSONS

Focus on a range of specific skills such as
vocabulary, English for the workplace, or
local culture.

DID YOU KNOW?
There are two lengths
of study available on
the Academic Semester
program depending
on visa rules. Please
contact a Kaplan
representative to find
out which program is
suitable for you.

Academic Year and Semester courses have regular start dates throughout the year – for details visit kaplan.do/enpl22
In the USA, students must attend a minimum of 3 hours per week of K+ Learning Clubs.

5.25 HOURS

K+ LEARNING CLUBS*

Teacher-led study sessions to develop your
language skills further

ACADEMIC SEMESTER AND ACADEMIC YEAR
If you want to immerse yourself in a new English-speaking culture and really get to know the city
around you, our Academic Semester and Year courses are the ideal choice. Over the course of five to
eight months, you’ll improve your English and build invaluable skills for your future while you live like
a true local.

15 HOURS

20 ENGLISH LESSONS

SEMI-INTENSIVE
ENGLISH

LONG-TERM ENGLISH COURSES

REAL ENGLISH

Build the critical language skills you need to use the
English language outside of the classroom

INTENSIVE AND SUPER
INTENSIVE UPGRADES

ONE-TO-ONE CLASSES –
IN SCHOOL OR ONLINE

Choose an Intensive upgrade for six extra hours
of language tuition per week, or a Super Intensive
upgrade for nine extra hours per week.* Upgrade
your whole course for the entire duration, or intensify
your training for a while and ease back later.

Whether you want intensive private language training
for the whole of your time abroad, need to study
outside of normal school hours, or just want a little
extra help preparing for a crucial exam, we’ll provide
personalized tuition to help you reach your unique
targets. Choose a package of one-to-one classes
when you book your course, or ask school staff about
private lessons at any time during your stay.

When you choose an Intensive course, you’ll also
benefit from project-based learning in our Real
English class and our Guaranteed Progress promise.

GUARANTEED PROGRESS
We promise that on selected intensive English courses,
you’ll improve one level of proficiency every 10 weeks, or
we’ll give you four weeks of extra tuition for free.

Tutorial classes in groups of two or three are also
available on request.

*Super Intensive upgrade is only available in the UK.

Available in the US & Canada and the UK & Ireland only.

K+ LIVE
ONLINE LEARNING WITH K+ LIVE

15

20.25

26.25

*In the USA, students must attend a minimum of 3 hours per week of K+ Learning Clubs.

FOR ALL LEVELS

DO MORE, LEARN MORE

Our flexible language courses are suitable for all levels, from
elementary to advanced, with specific start dates available for
absolute beginners on some courses.

The more time you spend studying with us, the more you’ll
learn and progress. Reach your goals faster than you ever
thought possible.

REAL ENGLISH

AR

Our Real English specific skills class helps
you to build the critical language skillsR you
OGRE
need to use the English language outside
of
the classroom.
Editable text version
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GUARANTEED PROGRESS

A NTE

ED

DEVELOP SPECIFIC SKILLS
Learn specialist vocabulary and grammar for specific topics
that are the most relevant to you – anything from pronunciation
to language for the workplace. Choose our Real English
specific skills class to learn how to take your English out of the
classroom and into the real world.

P

YOUR TIME, YOUR CHOICE
Start studying when it suits you - courses begin every week.
Study with us from 1-52 weeks, and choose the level of
academic intensity that suits your needs and goals. Maximize
your classroom time or balance your studies with plenty of
leisure time.

SS

TOTAL HOURS PER WEEK

Our K+ Live classes are delivered by our friendly teachers in a virtual classroom setting.
Classes are taught in real-time, so your teacher can provide instant feedback to help you
improve. You’ll also enjoy our virtual social program, where you can get to know your
classmates through fun online activities. If unforeseen circumstances prevent you from
traveling to one of our schools, we guarantee that we can fall back to online lessons until
in-school learning is possible again.

GU

Virtual classroom lessons combined with our unique package
of offline materials, online resources and study clubs.

We promise that on selected intensive English courses
you’ll improve one level of proficiency every 10 weeks, if
you have at least a 95% attendance rate, good behavior
and complete all your homework. If you meet our
requirements and don’t reach that goal, we’ll give you four
weeks of extra tuition for free.
A4 Page size

Outlined text version with solid white centre

Outlined text version with white centre knocked out

Guaranteed Progress is available in the US, Canada, UK and Ireland only.
For more information, read the Guaranteed Progress terms and
conditions: kaplan.to/gptc22
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EXAM PREPARATION COURSES

ENGLISH EXAM PREPARATION COURSES
Kaplan has an 80-year history of preparing students for the exams that matter most – it’s where it all began for us. And we know
the difference the right English qualification can make to your career. Our courses will leave you ready to achieve the grade you
want at exams like TOEFL®, IELTS, Cambridge Assessment English, GRE® or GMAT®.

GRE®

Full-length TOEFL iBT computer-based simulations with
feedback and additional study and library materials

26.25 HOURS

Verbal skills and test-taking strategies focusing
on improving your academic English skills

TOEFL IBT® AND ACADEMIC ENGLISH – PART TIME

WHAT ARE THE ENTRY LEVELS?

EACH WEEK YOU RECEIVE

College or university graduate with TOEFL iBT® 77
15 HOURS

Verbal skills and test-taking strategies focusing
on improving your academic English skills

GMAT®

Give yourself the best chance of success applying for
an MBA course in the USA. Our GMAT ® course combines
class-based lessons, Structured Study computer‑based
simulations, and hourly teaching components

8 TOEFL iBT and Academic English specific
skills lessons

20 TOEFL iBT® and Academic English Lessons

Your course will consist of a combination of class‑based
lessons, structured study computer‑based simulations,
and hourly teaching components. Together these will help
you get the best score to apply for a master’s or doctorate
degree in the USA

WHAT ARE THE ENTRY LEVELS?
A level of TOEFL iBT® 55 or pre-test qualification

HOW LONG?
Study from 1–16 weeks*

WHEN CAN I START?
Frequent start dates vary by location. For full details, please refer
to our pricelist at kaplan.do/gregmat
Books and online assets are included in the course fees, but the exam fee is not.
Test names are trademarks of their respective owners.
*To qualify for Higher Score Guarantee, you must meet the below requirements:
• 100% attendance of all required hours
• Completion of practice tests on assigned deadlines

WHEN CAN I START?

EACH WEEK YOU RECEIVE

EACH WEEK YOU RECEIVE

IELTS INTENSIVE COURSE:
28 IELTS Preparation Lessons*

28 Cambridge English Qualification
Preparation Lessons*

Verbal skills and test-taking strategies to assist
with all sections of the IELTS exam
OR

• Must be a first-time student for the exam course in which they have enrolled
• Other terms available from your Kaplan representative

Focus on a range of specific skills such as vocabulary,
English for the workplace, or local culture

Reading, writing, listening, conversation, and grammar
through an integrated skills approach

8 IELTS Preparation Lessons

IN ADDITION TO YOUR LESSONS

Access to K+

See page 12 for more details

Verbal skills and test-taking strategies to assist
with all sections of the IELTS exam
IN ADDITION TO YOUR INTENSIVE OR SUPPLEMENTARY LESSONS

WHAT ARE THE ENTRY LEVELS?

Access to K+

From Intermediate to Advanced (see page 30)

See page 12 for more details

HOW LONG?

WHAT ARE THE ENTRY LEVELS?

Study from 2–12 weeks (depending on location)

From Intermediate to Advanced (see page 30)

WHEN CAN I START?

HOW LONG?

Frequent start dates vary by location. For full details, please refer
to our pricelist at kaplan.do/cea

Study from 1–24 weeks (depending on location)

WHEN CAN I START?
Frequent start dates which vary by location
*In the UK and Ireland this is 20 IELTS Preparation lessons plus 8 Specific Skills lessons.
A pre-arrival test may be required and can be arranged by your Kaplan representative.
IELTS exam fees are not included in the course fees.

Classes start every week

Verbal skills and test-taking strategies to assist with all
sections of the Cambridge exam

8 Specific Skills Lessons

IELTS SUPPLEMENTARY COURSE:
20 English Lessons

HOW LONG?
Study for 12 weeks

WHY CHOOSE THIS COURSE?

We offer 3 levels of Cambridge exam (B2 First, C1 Advanced,
C2 Proficiency) so you can easily choose one suited to your
abilities and ambitions. This course will help you towards
a certificate accepted by top businesses and educational
organizations throughout the world.

15 HOURS

20 TOEFL iBT® and Academic English Lessons

WHY CHOOSE THIS COURSE?

This thorough and adaptable course is excellent preparation
for students planning higher education, university entry, or work
in other countries. IELTS is the most popular English language
qualification, particularly if you’re heading to the UK, Ireland, or
Canada.

6 HOURS

EACH WEEK YOU RECEIVE

22 HOURS

EACH WEEK YOU RECEIVE

22 HOURS

TOEFL IBT® AND ACADEMIC ENGLISH – FULL TIME

CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT ENGLISH

5.25+
HOURS

Kaplan also offers a Higher Score Guarantee*. When you
prep with Kaplan in a program eligible for the Higher Score
Guarantee, we guarantee you’ll score higher on your official test.
If you don’t, you can choose to continue your prep for free—or
get your money back for your program.

IELTS

21 HOURS

If you’re considering colleges in the USA, TOEFL is the most
widely accepted exam. This course focuses on the academic
English and exam techniques required to be successful
on the TOEFL® exam. TOEFL IBT (Internet-based) measures
all four English skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking.
It is longer than the paper-based test, which does not
assess speaking.

21 HOURS

If you’re applying for a master’s or doctorate degree in the USA,
these are the exams you’ll need to take. More students get into
business or graduate school with Kaplan’s GMAT® and GRE®
programs than with any other course.

®

5.25+
HOURS

WHY CHOOSE THIS COURSE?

WHY CHOOSE THIS COURSE?

®

TELL ME ABOUT THE COURSE

How long are the lessons? 45 minutes
What age do I have to be? 16 is the minimum age
What’s the average class size? TOEFL iBT®, IELTS,
Cambridge: Average of 12, maximum of 15
GRE® and GMAT®: Average of 15, maximum of 30
Where can I study? See page 14

GRE® AND GMAT®

TOEFL IBT® AND ACADEMIC ENGLISH

7 Structured Study Sessions

When exam day comes, we know you’ll be feeling confident
and ready to do well. Whatever test you’re taking, our
specialized preparation courses and teaching materials will
provide you with all the right strategies to help achieve your
best possible score.

*In the UK and Ireland this is 20 Cambridge
English Qualification Preparation Lessons plus 8
Specific Skills lessons.
A pre-arrival test may be required and can be
arranged by your Kaplan representative.
Additional accommodation may be required to
include official exam date.
Cambridge exam fees are not included in the
course fees.
Please check with your Kaplan representative
which Cambridge levels are available
at each location.

Books are included in course price. TOEFL iBT® exam fees are not included in the course fees.
A pre-arrival level test may be required and can be arranged by your Kaplan representative.
TOEFL® and TOEFL iBT  ® are registered trademarks of the Educational Testing Service (ETS).
*Part-time course is maximum 12 weeks in the USA.
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BUSINESS ENGLISH
Business Intensive

Business Supplementary

On top of your standard English
lessons, learn how to navigate the
international workplace through
specialized writing exercises, in-class
roleplays and business specific
workshops

Develop your English skills
specifically for the workplace and
international business situations
through exercises focusing on all
the key aspects of language

Various subjects to help you
tailor your program to meet
your specific needs

15 HOURS

21 HOURS

8 Specific Skills
lessons

Develop your English skills specifically for the English-speaking academic
world through exercises focusing on all the key aspects of language

6 HOURS

8 Business English
lessons

Build the necessary language skills and learning strategies for tertiary study,
gain insight into academic expectations in an English-speaking environment and
prepare for direct entry into a range of university, college and partner institute
programs in Canada and Australia

28 English for Academic Purposes lessons**

Develop your English skills
specifically for the workplace
and international business
situations through exercises
focusing on all the key aspects
of language

15 HOURS

Develop your core English skills:
reading, writing, grammar,
vocabulary, conversation and
pronunciation

20 Business English
lessons

6 HOURS

20 General English
lessons

Focus exclusively on English for
business to get ahead in a global
workplace. You will receive 20
Business English lessons and eight
specific skills lessons

S

K+

LI

ES

ENGLISH FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES*
(CANADA AND AUSTRALIA)

K+

Develop the specific English skills you need to excel in the world of business or in higher education. Learn English through specially
designed exercises tailored to your chosen field.

S
ES

SPECIFIC ENGLISH COURSES

E EXPR
LIV

VE E X PR

K+ LIVE EXPRESS
K+ Live Express is a blended learning suite that takes the best of our immersive learning experience
and makes it available at home. Learn English with live online classes taught by our friendly and
enthusiastic teachers and practice your skills in fun online activities with other students from
around the world. With one or two hours per day of study, K+ Live Express is ideal for fitting into a
busy schedule.

WHY CHOOSE K+ LIVE EXPRESS?
K+ ONLINE

ONLINE ENGLISH TESTING

REAL-TIME INTERACTION

ONLINE SOCIAL PROGRAM

Improve your English outside
of class with access to
K+ Online and K+ Online
Extra, where you can access
quizzes, questions, videos
and audio examples.

Monitor your progress with
regular English tests through
our bespoke adaptive online
test: KITE.

Interact with your teacher
and classmates using the
secure Zoom platform – write
and draw on shared screens
and break out into smaller
discussion groups.

Practice your English and
get to know your classmates
through fun online activities
like quiz nights, karaoke,
cooking lessons, movie nights
and more.

WHAT DOES THE K+ LIVE EXPRESS PACKAGE INCLUDE?
• KITE English level tests to monitor your progress
• One or two hours of lessons per day, five days per week. Choose either:
• Speaking & Listening OR Grammar & Vocabulary – five hours per week
• Speaking & Listening AND Grammar & Vocabulary – ten hours per week

IN ADDITION TO YOUR LESSONS

K+ Learning Clubs

Teacher-led study sessions to develop your language skills further

K+ Online

Access to interactive online study materials

5.25 HOURS

• At least one online social activity per day to practice your English and socialize with your classmates
• Access to K+ Online and K+ Online Extra for independent study outside of class
• Maximum class size of 15 students
• Certificate of Attendance at the end of your course

UNLIMITED
K+ Online Extra

Unlimited access to additional online learning materials for independent study

WHAT ARE THE ENTRY LEVELS?

WHAT ARE THE ENTRY LEVELS?

Intermediate and above*

Higher Intermediate or IELTS 5.5

Minimum age: 16

Minimum age: 16

Available in:
See our list of locations on page 88

Available in:
Canada and Australia

HOW LONG?

HOW LONG?

Study from 1-52 weeks (depending on location)**

10 weeks per level***

WHEN CAN I START?

WHEN CAN I START?

Courses start every week

Frequent start dates vary by location. For full details, please refer
to our pricelist.

*Minimum level of Higher Intermediate in the USA and Canada.
**Course length is dependent on visa regulations in your chosen country.

*In Canada this course is called English for Academic Pathways.
**In Canada you will receive 20 General English lessons and 8 English for Academic
Pathways lessons.
***Students must study the EAP course for a minimum of 5 weeks in order to transfer to our
university and partner colleges.
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LEARNING FRENCH AND GERMAN WITH
ALPADIA LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
Alpadia has over 20 years of experience in providing Swiss-quality language tuition mixed with a healthy dose of adventure and
entertainment. Our effective and dynamic teaching methods allow our French and German schools in Berlin, Lyon, Freiburg and
Montreux to boast an average exam success rate of 97%.
HOW WE TEACH

LANGUAGE IMMERSION

Our approach to teaching languages
is based on achieving fluency for the
real world – not on simply completing
exercises and recalling vocabulary
in class. Following the CEFR levels
(Common European Framework of
References for Languages), we use
various recognized FLE (French as a
Foreign Language) and DaF (German
as a Foreign Language) methods in
our lessons, as well as referring to
real-world resources like the news,
films and local festivals taking place in
our destinations.

Learning a language happens as much
outside of the classroom as it does
inside it. Our wide variety of afterclass activities and trips to nearby
cities, museums and attractions
provide the perfect opportunity for
you to apply what you’ve learned
to real-life situations, all while
making new friends and exploring an
exciting destination.

OUR SKILLED TEACHERS
We choose our teachers based on their
degree-level qualifications and for:
• Their experience in teaching a
foreign language abroad
• Their enthusiasm and ability to
create exciting and interactive
lessons
• The attention they pay to each
student
• Their lively and personalized
teaching style that guarantees longlasting progress

I was in Lyon for a month and I enjoyed myself here! I chose this destination because Lyon seemed to be an ideal city to live and study and
it‘s absolutely true! There are many things to do (very interesting museums) and it‘s also a perfect city to go out at night with friends from
the school. I stayed with a host family and I think it‘s the best accommodation option to practice French. The classes were really interesting
and useful - the teachers were very competent and on top of that I got to meet many students from all over the world.
Alice, studied French at Alpadia Lyon

WORKSHOPS AND
MASTERCLASSES
To help you adjust to living abroad
and prepare you for what you might
encounter after you’ve finished
studying with us, we hold weekly
workshops and masterclasses on
how to:
• Open a bank account
• Set-up insurance policies
• Write a CV
• Prepare for a job interview
• Fill in a tax declaration form
• Give an oral presentation
• Prepare for an academic exam

YOUR PROGRESS
Our pre-arrival online language
placement test allows you to begin
your French or German course at the
level that’s right for you. Once you’ve
started your course, you’ll complete
a test every Friday to check your
progress. You’ll also fill in a weekly
feedback form which will include
your teacher’s comments about your
work so far and potential areas for
development. When either you or your
teacher feel you’re ready to move up
a level, you’ll talk about it together
and decide on the best way to move
forward with your learning.
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FLEXIBLE FRENCH AND GERMAN COURSES

Alpadia’s flexible French and German courses are suitable for students of all levels. With a range of course types and intensity levels,
you can choose the one which best suits your personal needs and goals.
EACH WEEK YOU RECEIVE:

STANDARD 20

INTENSIVE 25

PREMIUM 30

EACH WEEK YOU RECEIVE:

Develop your
general linguistic
communication skills
while still having plenty
of free time on your
hands to explore your
new destination.

More in-depth than the
Standard 20 course,
with five additional oral
communication classes
per week.

Maximize your study
time and make progress
with five additional
written communication
classes per week in a
mini-group.

Develop your core language skills: reading,
writing, grammar, vocabulary, conversation
and pronunciation
1 lesson = 45 minutes

15 HOURS †

+5 ORAL COMMUNICATION LESSONS

5.25 HOURS

20 STANDARD LANGUAGE LESSONS

Practice and improve your communication
skills through roleplays and simulation
exercises.

Improve your writing skills in a mini-group with
a maximum of 8 participants.

+3.75 HOURS

+5 WRITTEN COMMUNICATION LESSONS

WORK AND STUDY

Levels: Beginner to advanced A1*-C1
Duration: 1 to 48 weeks
Start dates: Every Monday, all year round
Minimum age: 16
*Specific start date for absolute beginners > A1

LANGUAGES AND INTERNSHIP

Take your education further with our internship, employment
and volunteer programs. Whether you’re interested in tourism
or accounting, sports or design, we have connections with
local businesses that can offer you exciting opportunities to
develop both professionally and personally.

Put your language skills into practice while working in a
professional environment. Alpadia will assist you every step
of the way, from helping with your CV to preparing for the
interview process.

LANGUAGES AND WORK EXPERIENCE

Minimum B2 Level – open to EEA and Swiss citizens,
residents or working holiday visa holders.

Improve your language level dramatically as you gain an
insight into everyday workplace situations in your non-native
language. Alpadia will help you in finding the right employers
for your skillset.
Minimum B2 Level – open to EEA and Swiss citizens,
residents or working holiday visa holders.

COURSE UPGRADES

PRIVATE & ONLINE LESSONS

Work on the skills you wish to develop and progress
according to your personal goals and at your own pace.
Private lessons may cover topics including culture,
business, finance and healthcare, preparing you for specific
communication situations in your chosen field of work or
study. Take lessons in-person at school or online from the
comfort of your own home or office. Start dates are available
throughout the year.*

LANGUAGES AND VOLUNTEERING

Devote your time to a worthy cause while developing your
new language skills. Alpadia will help you find a project that
inspires you and guide you in joining the volunteer program.
Minimum B1 Level – open to EEA and Swiss citizens,
residents or working holiday visa holders.

COMBI 5 & 10 COURSES

Combi courses allow you to combine group tuition with
private lessons in order to gain a deeper understanding
of the language. You’ll take 20 standard language lessons
with other students and have an additional 5 or 10 private
lessons where you’ll complete exercises and activities
tailor-made to your individual goals. Start dates are
available every Monday throughout the year.

*Except in July and August.
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FRENCH AND GERMAN EXAM
PREPARATION COURSES
We offer a wide range of course types and intensity level, so you can choose the one which best suits your specific language
needs and goals.

EXAM PREP 30
EACH WEEK YOU RECEIVE
20 STANDARD LANGUAGE LESSONS

Develop your core French and German skills: reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, conversation and pronunciation

10 EXAM PREP LESSONS

Sara, Italy
Studied in Lyon

Language skills and test-taking strategies to help you succeed in your chosen French or German exam

DIPLOMA IN FRENCH STUDIES
Officially recognized in more than 150 countries, the DELF/DALF
diplomas are in high demand in academic and professional
fields. These exams are offered three times a year on fixed
dates in the regional exam centers located within direct
proximity of the Alpadia schools in Montreux and Lyon.

TEST IN FRENCH LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
The TCF has become the most taken exam in French language
schools after the DELF/DALF. Our schools in French language
schools. Our schools in Montreux and Lyon are official
TCF exam centers. The exam is offered 7-8 times a year at
each school.

PROMOTION OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE AND
CULTURE ABROAD
Goethe-Institut exams are internationally recognized by
employers and continuing education institutions as proof
of achievement. Every month, Alpadia Berlin offers GoetheZertifikat preparation courses for levels B2/C1.

TEST OF GERMAN AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
The TestDaF and the TELC are the recommended exams for
students wishing to enter our University Pathway program in
Germany. The TestDaF takes place five times per year at our
Berlin school.

THE EUROPEAN LANGUAGE CERTIFICATES
TELC GmbH is a branch of the German Adult Education
Association, which is the largest provider of continuing
education in Germany. Our Berlin and Freiburg Alpadia schools
are TELC-accredited official exam centers and offer monthly
TELC exam preparation courses for B1/B2/C1/C2.
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I had received good feedback regarding the French courses
organized by Alpadia. As my main goal was to improve
and perfect my French, I decided to register and indeed
was greatly satisfied with the course. The classes were very
motivating, fun, enriching and I learned a lot. The teachers
were really nice as well! I have always been passionate
about French and France in general, so I was really happy
to be able to discover one of the loveliest cities in France:
Lyon! I thought that Lyon was a small city that I could visit
in a few days, however I realized that I was wrong! Lyon is
a really pretty city where everything works really well. There
are lots of things to do, from culture to nature, sports and
riverside walks - the gastronomy also took me by surprise!
Here is perfect!

Mari, Japan
Studied in Freiburg

My arrival in Freiburg was smooth, because the city is close
to Frankfurt. I reached the city by long-distance coach –
that’s cheaper! The apartment was really tidy and the lady
had furnished everything really nicely. The location was
good too. You can reach it easily using the tram.
Freiburg is a nice city – it’s neither too big nor too small and
you can take many trips from there. I like the life here a lot,
that’s why it´s my second time here. The classes depend
a lot on the teacher. We are having a lot of fun learning
grammar and having the chance to speak a lot and to
discuss with the other students. I like it!
There are many Swiss students here, but luckily they talk
German to me. We get along very well together, especially
now that I am not afraid of talking anymore, even though
my German is not perfect yet.
After my language course I would really like to find a job in
Germany. Next week I even have a job interview in Bavaria!
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ACADEMIC PATHWAY PROGRAM
IN GERMANY*

ACADEMIC PATHWAY PROGRAM
PREEVALUATION

Our Academic Pathway program provides international students with a clear route to a wide range of public and private
universities in Europe. We’ll help you build your language skills, apply for your visa, adjust to living and studying abroad, and give
you a better chance of admission to your dream university.
WHY CHOOSE OUR ACADEMIC PATHWAY PROGRAM?
• Gain direct entry to over 400 public and private universities
offering more than 20,000 degrees
• If your academic qualifications are not sufficient for direct
entry to a German university, we’ll help you prepare for entry
to one of over 40 public and private Studienkollegs**

• Benefit from specially designed language courses to achieve
the required level for academic study
• Get expert assistance and advice throughout the
university admission, visa application and university
placement process

CAREER PATHWAY PROGRAM
IN GERMANY
Known for its attractive worker benefits, flexible working hours and high proportion of small to medium-sized businesses, Germany is a
fantastic place to begin an international career.
We’ve designed our Career Pathway program to help you navigate the German job market with ease. We’ll help you with securing your
visa, arranging accommodation, completing necessary paperwork and learning German. Our expert coaches will guide you through the
career placement process, supporting you right up until you secure your ideal job.

1 WEEK

12-16 WEEKS

VISA
APPLICATION B

LANGUAGE
COURSES

8-12 WEEKS

12-46 WEEKS

C1-EXAM

PREPARATION
FOR ENTRY
TEST C
4-8 WEEKS

UNIVERSITY
ENTRANCE D

UNIVERSITY
PLACEMENT
6-8 WEEKS

WINTER
SEMESTER

(Aug-Oct) or
summer semester
(Jan-Mar)

HELPING YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY				
We offer four optional packages to help you complete your Academic Pathway: 		
1. Free pre-evaluation process
We’ll assess your eligibility for the program and provide you with a suggested study plan.
2. Application process E
We’ll help you with your university application and with obtaining a Conditional Letter of Acceptance (CLA) or invitation to the entry test
at a Studienkolleg. We’ll also provide start-to-finish visa assistance.
3. Language courses
We’ll help you achieve up to C1 level German or French. We offer courses, accommodation and official tests in Berlin, Freiburg, Montreux
and Lyon.
4. University placement process
We’ll guide you through the process of gaining admission to your chosen university program. Please check our individual school pages
for package prices.

CAREER PATHWAY PROGRAM
PREEVALUATION

*Also available in France and Switzerland. For more information about studying in France and Switzerland, download the Alpadia Academic Pathways brochure here:
kaplan.to/alpadiapathways22
**Studienkollegs are public educational institutions in Germany which offer preparatory courses (foundation year courses) for international students hoping to study at
a German university. You will need to attend a Studienkolleg before applying to a German university if your secondary school certificate is not recognized as equivalent to
the German Abitur. Studienkollegs offer two semesters of preparation for the final exam, Feststellungsprüfung (FSP), which contains subjects related to your desired field
of studies in the future. Once you have passed the FSP, you can directly apply to your desired study program at any university in Germany. For more information about
Studienkollegs, download the Alpadia Academic Pathways brochure here: kaplan.to/alpadiapathways22

UNIVERSITY
APPLICATION
CLA A

1 WEEK

EQUIVALENCY
PROCESS CLA B

VISA
APPLICATION
8-12 WEEKS

GERMAN
COURSES

B2-EXAM

C1-MED OR
C1-PROFESSIONAL

CAREER
COACHING

BLUE CARD/
WORK PERMIT

12 WEEKS

8-12 WEEKS

6-8 WEEKS

HELPING YOU EVERY STEP OF THE WAY
We offer seven optional packages to help you complete your career pathway:
1. Free pre-evaluation process
We’ll assess your eligibility for the program and provide you with a personalized job seeker plan.
2. Recognition of academic and career background F
We’ll help you with obtaining the recognition certificate you need for your visa and job applications.
3. Visa assistance process
We’ll help you with collating the necessary paperwork and applying for the right kind of visa.
4. Arrival assistance
Whether you need an airport transfer, accommodation, or assistance with paperwork upon arrival, we’ll be happy to help.
5. German courses
We’ll help you to pick up German quickly and learn about the local customs while you start your job search.
6. Career coaching
We’ll guide you through every part of the job seeking process, right up until you find your dream job.
7. Family reunion
If your partner, spouse and/or children plan on joining you after you’ve settled down, we’ll help you with everything from family visa
applications to finding local schools.

A
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CLA = Conditional Letter of Acceptance.

B

If applicable – please check whether a student applicant visa is required.

C

Optional Studienkolleg Mathematics preparation course – in Berlin only.

D

Most university degrees begin in August, September or October. Some courses may begin in January, February or March.

E

Mandatory for students who require a student applicant visa.

F

If applicable – please check whether a Job-Seeker visa is required.
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HOW MUCH PROGRESS CAN
I MAKE?
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O Gwith
We’ll assess your language proficiency before you start your course
R Ean
online placement test. If you’re learning English, we’ll assess your level using
KITE, our highly accurate and adaptive testing system. Understanding your
current level and areas for development allows us to place you in the correct
class level and fine-tune your learning experience. We’ll continue to measure
your progress with KITE tests every five weeks.
Editable text version

Our proficiency levels are aligned to those of the CEFR (Common European
Framework of Reference). The CEFR is an international standard for describing
language ability. This makes it easy for workplaces, companies and higher
education institutions across the world to understand your language level.

A4 Page size

Outlined text
version with
white centre
We promise
that
onsolidselected
intensive English courses, you’ll
improve one level of proficiency
every 10 weeks, if you have at least a
95% attendance rate, good behavior
and complete all your homework.
If you meet our requirements and
don’t reach that goal, we’ll give you
four weeks of extra tuition for free.

Available in the US & Canada and the UK &
Ireland only.
For more information, read the Guaranteed
Progress terms and conditions: kaplan.to/gptc22

CEFR B1
CEFR A2
CEFR A1
ELEMENTARY
You know a few simple words
and phrases, but you have a very
small vocabulary and can only
communicate basic needs.

ENGLISH EXAM LEVELS
• TOEFL® 0-12
• IELTS 3.5-4.0
• CAMBRIDGE 100-120
• KITE 225-274
Time to achieve English level:
0 weeks
FRENCH EXAM LEVELS
• Delf A1
• TCF
• e-TEF
GERMAN EXAM LEVELS
• Start Deutsch 1

INTERMEDIATE

LOWER INTERMEDIATE (ENGLISH)
UPPER ELEMENTARY
(FRENCH & GERMAN)
You can participate in simple
conversations, read basic texts,
and write simple notes and letters.

ENGLISH EXAM LEVELS
TOEFL® 13-36
IELTS 4.0-4.5
CAMBRIDGE 120-140 A2 KEY
KITE 275-349
Time to achieve English level:
10 weeks
FRENCH EXAM LEVELS
• Delf A2
• TCF
• e-TEF
GERMAN EXAM LEVELS
• Start Deutsch 2
Time to achieve French/German
level: 15 weeks

You can participate in conversations
about familiar topics, read longer
texts, and write simple paragraphs.

ENGLISH EXAM LEVELS
TOEFL® 37-54
IELTS 4.5-5.5
CAMBRIDGE 140-160 B1
PRELIMINARY
KITE 350-424
Time to achieve English level:
20 weeks
FRENCH EXAM LEVELS
• Delf B1
• TCF
• e-TEF

CEFR C2

Outlined text version with white centre knocked out

CEFR C1
CEFR B2
HIGHER INTERMEDIATE
(ENGLISH)
UPPER INTERMEDIATE
(FRENCH & GERMAN)
You can participate fully in more
complex conversations, read
more advanced texts and write
a simple essay.

ENGLISH EXAM LEVELS
TOEFL® 55-74
IELTS 5.5-7.0
CAMBRIDGE 160-180 B2
FIRST
KITE 425-499
Time to achieve English
level: 30 weeks
FRENCH EXAM LEVELS
• Delf B2
• TCF
• e-TEF

GERMAN EXAM LEVELS
• Zertifikat Deutsch (ZD)
• TELC Deutsch B1 + Beruf
• Goethe Zertifikat B1

GERMAN EXAM LEVELS
• Goethe Zertifikat B2
• TELC Deutsch B2
• TestDaf 3
• TELC Deutsch B2 + Beruf

Time to achieve French/
German level: 24 weeks

Time to achieve French/
German level: 36 weeks

ADVANCED
You can handle most social and
professional situations, explain complex
thoughts fluently, and understand the
general themes of radio and TV broadcasts.

ENGLISH EXAM LEVELS
TOEFL® 75-91
IELTS 7.0-7.5
CAMBRIDGE 180-200 C1 Advanced
KITE 500-534
Time to achieve English level:
40 weeks
FRENCH EXAM LEVELS
• Delf C1
• TCF
• e-TEF
GERMAN EXAM LEVELS
• Goethe Zertifikat C1 (ZMP)
• TELC Deutsch C1 Hochschule &
TELC Deutsch C1 + Beruf
• TestDaf 4 & TestDaf 5
• Deutsch Sprachprüfgung für den
Hochschulzugang (DSH)

PROFICIENCY (ENGLISH)
VERY ADVANCED (FRENCH & GERMAN)
You can read demanding texts and
handle long, in-depth discussions.
You can understand and express
subtle shades of meaning. You are
very close to using the language
like a native speaker.

ENGLISH EXAM LEVELS
• TOEFL 92+
• IELTS 7.5+
• CAMBRIDGE 200+ C2
Proficiency
• KITE 535+
Time to achieve English
level: 50 weeks
FRENCH EXAM LEVELS
• Delf C2
• TCF
• e-TEF
GERMAN EXAM LEVELS
• Goethe Zertifikat C2
• TELC Deutsch C2
Time to achieve French/
German level: 60 weeks

Time to achieve French/German
level: 48 weeks

Time to achieve French/
German level: 7 weeks
30
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STUDY
Our Study 30+ experience is ideal for dedicated
students who want to learn English in a professional
and focused environment. Studying with likeminded
students in specialized classes, you’ll follow our
bespoke curriculum designed for career-driven
learners with ambitious goals.
You can study at our 30+ schools at any point in
the year, for as little as one week or as long as nine
months. Start at any level – we’ll assign you to the
right class.

OUR SPECIALLY SELECTED
STUDY 30+ LOCATIONS
LONDON, UK
Located in one of the world’s greatest business
capitals, with a dedicated area for 30+ students
Read more about London Covent Garden on page 69

LIVERPOOL, UK
Housed in a thriving capital of music, culture and
sport, with a whole floor for 30+ students
Read more about Liverpool on page 67

NEW YORK, USA
Our newest school, equipped with sophisticated
learning technology, stunning views of the city and a
purpose-built floor for 30+ students
Read more about New York Central Park on page 49

WHY CHOOSE A KAPLAN
STUDY 30+ SCHOOL?
PRIVATE FACILITIES
Relax and unwind in exclusive 30+ spaces and enjoy
access to school facilities while other students are
in class.

EXCLUSIVE SOCIAL PROGRAM
Enjoy stimulating and varied social activities
designed for professional individuals who want to
make international connections and explore a new
city. Activities include networking events, wine and
cocktail nights, gallery visits and more.

ACADEMIC EXTRAS
Advance your learning with thought-provoking
lectures, pronunciation clinics, conversation classes
and more.

HAVE YOUR SAY
Vote on which Specific Skills sessions you’d like
the teachers to run. Choose from English for Law,
Marketing, Finance and more.

DEDICATED STUDY 30+ STAFF
There’s at least one member of Kaplan staff assigned
specifically to 30+ students at every location. They’ll
help you with any queries and make sure you have
the best experience possible.

TORONTO, CANADA
Situated in a bustling Canadian city that’s bursting
with culture and creativity, with a dedicated wing for
30+ students
Read more about Toronto on page 57

This sabbatical period for me is very important. If I didn’t do it, I couldn’t get
another job in my position or in another level, because for my position English is
necessary, for another level it’s mandatory, so I don’t have another option – and
thank you to Kaplan, it has been amazing for me.
Marcelo Fonseca, Brazil
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THE KAPLAN
FAMILY
Over 80 years ago, Stanley Kaplan, aged
just 14, began tutoring his peers in the
basement of his parents’ home. As a
Brooklyn-born son of immigrants and a
first-generation college student, Stanley
believed in the power and necessity
of education for all. He believed that
success should be based on merit not heritage, wealth, or social status.
He cared about enabling people to
access education, regardless of their
background, and he saw standardized
tests as a way to open doors. But
Stanley was preparing students for far
more than just tests - he was preparing
them for a lifetime of success.

KAPLAN TEST PREP

KAPLAN MEDICAL

Kaplan Test Prep offers preparation for more than
200 standardized tests, including entrance exams
for secondary school, college and graduate school,
as well as professional licensing exams for attorneys,
physicians and nurses.

Kaplan Medical provides expert training by certified
medical professionals for the United States Medical
Licensing Exam.
kaplanmedical.com

kaptest.com

KAPLAN INTERNATIONAL
PATHWAYS
Kaplan Pathways’ courses prepare international
students for bachelor’s, master’s and doctorate
degrees at one of 40+ partner universities in the
UK, US and Australia, helping you to bridge the
gap between your current qualifications and the
requirements of your chosen university.

DUBLIN BUSINESS SCHOOL
(DBS)
Established in 1975, Dublin Business School
is Ireland’s leading independent third level
institution and provider of education. DBS provides
a comprehensive range of full-time and parttime undergraduate, postgraduate, Professional
Accountancy and Executive Education programs.
dbs.ie

kaplanpathways.com

Stanley’s humble beginnings marked the
beginning of Kaplan as we know it today.
Now, the Kaplan family encompasses a
wide variety of companies, all founded
on the belief that everyone should have
access to a good education. Whether
your goals are related to medicine,
finance, business, or a range of other
subjects, we can help you achieve them.

MPW
MPW is one of the UK’s leading sixth form college
groups, providing very small class sizes and a life
coach to give each student individual attention
and support as they prepare to move on to
higher education.
mpw.ac.uk

KAPLAN BUSINESS SCHOOL
Kaplan Business School offers undergraduate and
postgraduate courses in business, accounting,
marketing, management, tourism, entrepreneurship,
health services, digital management, project
management and leadership in Australia.

KAPLAN FINANCIAL
Kaplan Financial offers courses in 27 central locations
throughout the UK as well as home study and online
learning. Programs include professional accountancy
and financial training, apprenticeships, financial
markets and professional onsite training for many of
the UK’s largest businesses.
kaplan.co.uk

KAPLAN GENESIS
Based in the Middle East, Kaplan Professional Middle
East offers hybrid training solutions for professional
qualifications, finance skills, digital skills, and
behavioral development.
kaplangenesis.com

kbs.edu.au
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BUILD YOUR GROUP EXPERIENCE IN 5 STEPS
1.

CHOOSE YOUR GROUP TYPE

Private group

Exam candidates

Language academy

You want to organize a tailored languagelearning experience with friends, family
or colleagues

You want to send a group of students abroad to
prepare for an official language exam

You own a language academy and want to
complement your student’s education with a
trip abroad

Company training

Sponsorship

TAILORED GROUP PROGRAMS

School trip

You want to send a group of employees abroad
to develop their language skills

You’re a teacher planning a school trip

You’re a government/sponsor looking for an
education provider

We can create a bespoke language-learning experience just for you. We can provide anything from official exam
preparation courses for medical professionals to fun language experiences abroad for school students.

2.

WHY CHOOSE A GROUP COURSE WITH KAPLAN?
BESPOKE PROGRAM
We’ll create the exact program you want. We can provide language tuition related to any specific goal or industry,
paired with the leisure activities that interest you the most.

AFFORDABLE
Whether you have a small or a large budget, we can create an experience that works for you. Choose an elaborate
social program, or something more basic – whichever is best for you.

LEADER GOES FREE
For every 15 students in your group, you can bring a Group Leader for free. If you don’t have a Group Leader, you can
bring an additional student for free.

MORE STUDENTS, CHEAPER PRICE
Our pricing tiers mean that tuition, social programs and add-ons will be cheaper the more students there are in
your group.

WHAT IS A STANDARD GROUP?
A Standard Group is a group of either 8-14, 15-30 or 31+ students travelling together to one destination on the same
dates to participate in the same group program. While we can take groups of less than eight students, only groups
that meet the Standard Group definition can benefit from standardized group offers.

HOW CAN GROUPS BE CONFIGURED?
1. Open Group: Your group takes classes mixed with other students

CHOOSE YOUR COURSE

Standard English, French or German
program (16+ years old)
Choose from a range of standard language
programs at varying intensity levels,
depending on your goals

3.

3. Mixed Groups: Some of your group’s classes are mixed with other students and some specific classes are closed

CHOOSE YOUR ACCOMMODATION
Own accommodation

Stay with a friendly local host family,
carefully selected by us

Alternative accommodation options outside
our catalogue

We can help you find other accommodation
tailored to your needs

Student residence

*Only available for under 18s in some circumstances

Stay in one of our handpicked student
residences and socialize with other
international students

4.

4. CHOOSE YOUR DATES & DESTINATION

Low season – September to May

Destinations

Study with us in the low season (September
to May) and benefit from lower rates than in
high season

Choose where you want to study, and we’ll tell
you which courses are available. Or, choose
which course you want to study, and we’ll tell
you where it’s available.

Study with us during the summer (June to
August) – perfect for school or university
students in the holidays
Make the most of your time off – study with
us over Easter, Christmas, Chinese New Year,
Eid, or another regional holiday

5.
We offer a range of extra services,
including airport transfers,
specialist teachers and site visits
to factories, sports facilities,
museums and more. You can also
choose a bronze, silver or gold
social program package.

For more information: kaplaninternational.com

Action-packed English, French and German
summer camps for young learners – fantastic
destinations across Europe, the USA
and Canada.

Non-contracted residences*

Regional holidays
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Summer camps (8-18 years)

Specialist topics may include language for
medicine, law, history, engineering, exam prep,
or anything else you can imagine

Homestay

High season – June to August

2. Closed Groups: You group stays together in classes

Tailored program (16+ Years old)

Read about our destinations starting from
page 42.

Examples of what we offer:
USA & Canada: English for Sport and
Recreation – football, hockey, baseball and
more
UK & Ireland: English for Engineering
France, Germany and Switzerland: French/
German History & Culture, Gastronomy,
Hospitality & Tourism

5. ADD YOUR EXTRAS
Scan the QR code
to find out more
about our tailored
group programs
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QUALITY ACCOMMODATION
The place you call home while you study is a huge part of your language journey. It’s where you’ll relax, make new
friends and share stories and recipes. Whether you want to live with a local host family or in an independent studio
apartment, we have a quality accommodation option that’s right for you.

My host family was incredible.
They were interested in us, asked
questions, we were able to eat with
them, and they picked us up after
the different outings. They really took
care of us and made sure that we
felt comfortable. This allowed us to
practice our English even more and to
improve even quicker. In my opinion,
living with a family only has benefits.

HOMESTAY (AGE 16+)
Enjoy the comforts of a real home and practice
the language you’re studying in a relaxed and
welcoming environment. Your hosts will provide
your breakfast and dinner and you’ll be fully
immersed in a new culture. We have excellent
relationships with our host families and only
choose those who have experience in caring for
international students.

Chloé Truelle, France

Berlin has a self-catering homestay option (18+
only) – you’ll have your own private bedroom
in a German home, and share the bathroom,
communal areas and kitchen with your
flatmates, so you can prepare your own meals.

RESIDENCE (AGE 18+)*
Live with other international students and share
ideas and experiences from all around the
world. Choose from a range of student residence
options, from basic and budget-friendly to
premium residences with impressive facilities.
Student residences we offer include:
• Shared apartment
• Self-contained studio
• Hotel rooms and bed & breakfasts
Please check with your Kaplan advisor to
confirm which accommodation options are
available in your chosen destination.
*Some student residences accept students over the age of 16.
Please check with your Kaplan advisor.

I lived with my classmates in a
top-class residence – you always
have company and you always have
something to do. At the residence
you can make friends from all over
the world, many who I’m sure I’ll see
again in the future.
Juan Jose, Mexico
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YOUR EXCITING
SOCIAL PROGRAM

YOUR WEEK AT KAPLAN
You’ll make progress with engaging and challenging lessons, while fun activities during the week will bring the
language to life. On weekends, sign up for trips and excursions organized by your school, or use your free time to
explore your destination.

Your social program is an integral part of your learning
experience. You’ll put your language skills into practice during
fun activities with your fellow students, building confidence as
you go. Whether you love the great outdoors, sports, history or
food, our social program is full of opportunities to make your
time at Kaplan unforgettable. Even if you’re taking your course
online, you’ll still be able to take part in our online activities from
wherever you are in the world.

EXAMPLE WEEKLY SCHEDULES
Exact schedules will vary from school to school. Many activities are free of charge, but some come at an additional cost.
Timetables are for standard courses only.

LONDON
WEEK 1

ACTIVITIES YOU CAN
LOOK FORWARD TO:

MONDAY

8:45-10:15

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

English class

English class

English class

English class

Break

Break

Break

Break

Orientation
10:15-10:30

IN-PERSON
• Hiking trips and nature walks
• Beach volleyball

10:30-12:00

Placement test

English class

English class

English class

English class

13:30-16:30

Welcome walk

Quiz afternoon

Oxford Street
shopping

Museum visit

Pub trip

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

German class

German class

German class

German class

Break

Break

Break

Break

• Football

BERLIN

• Mini golf
• Shopping trips

WEEK 1

• Museum and art gallery visits

8:45-10:15

• Open-air cinema nights

10:15-10:30

Orientation

• Cycling sightseeing tours
• Pub trips
• Wine tasting
• Picnics in the park

10:30-12.00

Placement test

German class

German class

German class

German class

13:30-16:30

City tour

Open-air cinema

Visit the Reichstag

Cycling trip to the
Wannsee

Biergarten evening

LYON

ONLINE

WEEK 1

MONDAY

• Karaoke

8:30-8:45

Introduction
presentation

9:00-10:30

• Themed quizzes
• Cooking classes
• Drawing workshops
• Movie nights

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

French class

French class

French class

French class

French class

10:30-10:55

Break

Break

Break

Break

Break

10:55-12:25

French class

French class

French class

French class

French class

12:25-13:20

Lunch break

Lunch break

Lunch break

Lunch break

Lunch break

13:30-16:30

Discover the city

Movie afternoon

Museum trip

Wine tasting

Cycling tour

SAN FRANCISCO - BERKELEY
Dublin is an amazing city to visit.
You have everything you want in a
small place: beach, mountains, huge
fields, lakes, cliff, and always a perfect
Guinness to drink with friends. The
activities were fantastic, with lots of
variety to suit the tastes of all.
Veronica Battistini
(Dublin, Ireland)
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Yesterday I joined the trivia game
(online activity). I really enjoyed playing
and had so much fun. During Covid
times, Kaplan made online classes
more enjoyable. Having the best time of
my life in Toronto.

WEEK 1

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

8:30-10:00

Placement test

English class

English class

English class

English class

10:00-10:15

Break

Break

Break

Break

Break

10:15-11:45

Orientation

English class

English class

English class

English class

Welcome walk

Berkeley Art
Tilden Regional
Museum and Pacific
Park nature walk
Film Archive

International
meet-up

Alcatraz tour

12:30-16:30

Clara Mascaro
(Toronto, Canada)

Please note these are sample timetables only and subject to change depending on season, availability and local government guidance.
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CONTENTS

Our nine North American schools reflect the enormous
cultural and geographic diversity of the continent, including
a college town, a glamorous metropolis, one of the most
beautiful beach destinations in the world and a coastal city
surrounded by mountains. Find the location that’s perfect
for you.

44 Boston - Harvard Square
45 Chicago
46 Los Angeles
48 New York
50 San Francisco - Berkeley
52 Santa Barbara
54 Seattle
56 Toronto
58 Vancouver

Vancouver
Seattle

CANADA
USA

San Francisco - Berkeley
Los Angeles

Santa Barbara

Toronto
Chicago

New York

Boston - Harvard Square

CHICAGO

BOSTON - HARVARD SQUARE
Study alongside the great minds of Harvard University in this scholarly city of cobbled streets and
peaceful parks

Reasons to study here
• Located in central Cambridge, minutes away from Harvard
University, yet only 20 minutes from downtown Boston
• Provides excellent university preparation programs with
many acceptances to Boston-area universities
• Thriving student nightlife – visit one of the city’s famous
Irish bars, go to Back Bay’s restaurants and night clubs, or
see some live music at the Paradise Rock Club, a famous
venue that’s hosted everyone from U2 to the Kings of
Leon
• Boston was at the center of the Revolutionary War of
Independence and has a rich cultural heritage – explore
the many locations around the city which celebrate the
United States’ struggle for freedom

Top 5 nationality mix

27% Vietnam, 18% Brazil, 18% China, 9% Chile, 9% Turkey

With its metropolitan culture and midwestern hospitality, Chicago is a colorful mix of
communities, cuisines and musical styles

Courses and Programs
English courses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harvard
University

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary

USS Constitution

Massachusetts TD Garden
Institute of
Technology
Faneuil Hall and
Quincy Market
Boston Common
start of the Freedom Trail

Fenway
Park

Exam / University Preparation
• TOEFL iBT & Academic English
• Cambridge Exam Preparation

Museum
of Fine Arts

Institute of
Contemporary Art
Newbury St.
(shopping, bars
and restaurants)

Boston Logan
International Airport

How to find us:

2.6 miles
Northeast

39 John F. Kennedy Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

Courses and Programs

• Located on Chicago’s famous shopping boulevard, the
Magnificent Mile, and just steps away from the beautiful
waterfront of Lake Michigan
• Excellent transport links with bus stops outside and ‘L’
train and water taxi stops within a 5-minute walk or less
• A short walk from numerous iconic skyscrapers,
Millennium Park, and world class museums

English courses

Top 5 nationality mix

36% Saudi Arabia, 24% Japan, 14% Turkey,
14% Venezuela, 12% Colombia

•
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary

Exam / University Preparation
• TOEFL iBT & Academic English
• GMAT / GRE Preparation

How to find us:

The Second City

North Avenue
Lincoln Beach
Park Zoo

The Magnificent Mile

Navy
Pier
United
Center

Millennium Park
Willis Tower
Art Institute of
Chicago

Shedd Aquarium
Museum of Science
and Industry

444 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

kaplan.to/harvard
facebook.com/kicbostonharvardsquare
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Reasons to study here
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LOS ANGELES
In the shadow of the Hollywood sign, the city of dreams lies under swaying palms in the California sun

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Located in west Los Angeles, a short bus ride away from
the gorgeous beaches of Santa Monica, minutes away
from the UCLA campus and close to the mountains,
downtown LA, Hollywood and all it has to offer
• Runs a Student Ambassador Program, which enables
selected students to lead activities, give feedback on
various school topics, practice English in a real-world
setting, and shape school policies and events
• Has a packed social program which includes beach-side
bike tours, surfing lessons, sports, as well as trips to
Disneyland, Universal Studios, San Francisco and more

English courses

Top 5 nationality mix
33% Japan, 20% China, 17% Brazil, 15% South Korea,
15% France

•
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary

Exam / University Preparation
• TOEFL iBT & Academic English
• GMAT / GRE Preparation

Universal Studios
Hollywood

Hollywood
Sign

Griffith Observatory
Hollywood
Walk of Fame
The Getty
The Grove
Center
Rodeo Los Angeles Dodger
County
Drive
Stadium
Museum
Malibu
Staples Center
Home of the Lakers
Santa Monica Pier

Everyone in Kaplan is always smiling and ready for being good friends.
Actually, I am a very shy girl, but I have already made lots of friends.
Being brave is not difficult for me any more in Kaplan!

Venice Beach

MinKyeong Kim
Korea - Studied in LA Westwood

How to find us:
1100 Glendon Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024
kaplan.to/westwood
facebook.com/kiclosangeles
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NEW YORK
A leading world center for media, fashion, finance, technology and more, New York is often considered to
be the capital of the world

OFFERS STUDY

30+ student lounge

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Next door to Central Park and close to MOMA (Museum of
Modern Art), Times Square and the Rockefeller Center
• Brand-new school with excellent facilities and excellent
access to all of New York
• Provides University Placement Services – the school
works directly with 100+ partners
• Offers Real Life English courses in theater and leadership
for a hands-on approach to learning English
• Organizes a wide variety of daily activities, including
Broadway plays, museum trips and sporting events

English courses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top 5 nationality mix

• TOEFL IBT & Academic English
• GMAT / GRE Preparation

25% South Korea, 21% Turkey, 20% Brazil, 16% Italy,
16% Russia

Study 30+ at New York Central Park
• Study with other career-driven learners in
specialized English classes
• Designated section of school with classrooms and
lounge for 30+ students, with separate reception
• Exclusive social programs such as culinary
experiences, neighborhood tours and museum trips
led by instructors
• Offers career development workshops from former
senior business professionals
• Separate induction and graduation ceremony
for 30+ students – start and finish your
studies with your likeminded classmates

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary
Business Intensive

Exam / University Preparation

Theater District
Times Square

Empire State Building

Central
Park
Rockefeller
Center
Chrysler
Building

Chealsea Market
Washington Square Park
One World
Observatory

Statue of
Liberty

Brooklyn Bridge

How to find us:
1790 Broadway, New York, NY 10019
kaplan.to/central-park
facebook.com/kicnewyorkcentralpark
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SAN FRANCISCO - BERKELEY
This beautiful college town is a magnet for artists, idealists and philosophers whose ideas
challenge the mainstream

Reasons to study here
• Close to UC Berkeley and Tilden Regional Park, with its
spectacular views of the Golden Gate Bridge, and just 20
minutes from the center of San Francisco
• Apply to local colleges and universities with the support
of our advisors – including UC Berkeley, ranked among
the world’s top 5 universities and just a few minutes’ walk
from our school
• Students who complete Kaplan’s Higher Intermediate
level can use their certificate to gain admission to
Berkeley City College
• Study in a renowned academic city with a vibrant student
community and a thriving music and arts scene

Top 5 nationality mix
44% China, 19% South Korea, 12% Turkey,
10% Saudi Arabia, 8% Brazil
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COURSES AND PROGRAMS

Botanical Gardens

English courses

•
•
•
•
•

Golden Gate Fields

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester

Angel Island

Alcatraz
Golden Gate
Bridge

Exam / University Preparation
• TOEFL iBT & Academic English

University of
California
– Berkeley

Berkeley
Marina

Pier 39

San Francisco

How to find us:

I love the teachers at Kaplan San Francisco - Berkeley because they are
friendly, passionate and patient. They take the time to explain things
clearly. I love Berkeley because everything is in downtown by the school:
groceries, great cafes, movie theaters and shopping. I love the restaurants
because I can find so many foods from other countries: Chinese, Japanese,
Mediterranean and Brazillian.

2144 Kala Bagai Way, Berkeley, CA 94704
kaplan.to/berkeley
facebook.com/kicberkeley

Giovanny Mouzinho
Angola - Studied in San Francisco - Berkeley

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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SANTA BARBARA
Green hills, warm seas and flower-lined streets – catch a glimpse of Mediterranean elegance on the
shores of the Pacific

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Conveniently located on Santa Barbara City College
campus, close to Santa Barbara’s main transport hubs
with bus and rail connections across the city and beyond
• Enjoy student life on the lively college campus
overlooking the Pacific Ocean
• Organizes regular weekend trips to Los Angeles,
San Francisco, San Diego and Las Vegas

English courses

Top 5 nationality mix

49% China, 21% Brazil, 10% Saudi Arabia, 10% Colombia,
10% Switzerland

•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester

Exam / University Preparation
• TOEFL iBT & Academic English
• Cambridge Exam Preparation

How to find us:

Santa Barbara Botanic Garden
Old Mission
Santa Barbara

Goleta
Butterfly
Grove

Santa Barbara
County Courthouse
Santa Barbara
Museum of Art

MOXI, The Wolf Museum
of Exploration + Innovation

West Beach

Santa
Barbara
Zoo

Santa Barbara
Farmers Market East Beach
Santa Barbara Museum of
Natural History and
the Sea Center

Stearns Wharf

Leadbetter Beach

721 Cliff Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93109

Bruna Terron
Brazil - Studied in Santa Barbara

kaplan.to/santabarbara
facebook.com/kicsantabarbara
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The Kaplan Experience is to have a really great, fun time while we learn
English and we learn about our world! The best thing is that we open our
minds by listening to different ideas and learning about different ways
of life.

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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SEATTLE
Explore Seattle’s incredible natural scenery, rich musical legacy and its colorful network
of neighborhoods

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Located on the lively Downtown waterfront, with dramatic
views across Puget Sound and near to the Seattle
Art Museum
• Easy school-assisted transfers to over 14 different
Washington state universities and community colleges
• Modern school facilities with student lounge, computer
lab and a panoramic view of the Olympic Mountains
• Offers students access to Highline Community College‘s
Foundation Program

English courses

Top 5 nationality mix

• TOEFL iBT & Academic English

35% South Korea, 24% Saudi Arabia, 15% Japan,
15% China, 11% Taiwan

•
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary

Exam / University Preparation

How to find us:

Museum of
Pop Culture
Space Needle
Chihuly Garden and Glass
Olympic Sculpture Park

Seattle
Aquarium

Pike Place
Market
Frye Art
Seattle Art Museum
Museum
Pioneer
Square

Seattle Downtown
51 University Street, Suite 300
Seattle, WA 98101

The school is multicultural. It is a place where different people from all
over the world meet, having all the same goal: to study English. English
then at the same time is the bond that connects them as the students are
also forced to speak English to understand and get to know each other.
This is what creates a vivid, friendly and talkative atmosphere, which I like
very much.

kaplan.to/seattle
facebook.com/kicseattle
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Julia Streicher
Switzerland - Studied in Seattle
For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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TORONTO
Within the cosmopolitan buzz, Toronto has a peaceful quality that’s rare among the world’s great cities

Reasons to study here
• Toronto is ranked as one of the safest cities in North
America and one of the most livable and multicultural
cities in the world
• Excellent downtown location, next to Union Station,
across the street from the famous St. Lawrence Market
and just blocks away from the CN Tower, the Royal Ontario
Museum, Eaton Center and Dundas Square, as well as
parks, beaches and the ferry to the Toronto Islands
• Modern school with contemporary classrooms, students
lounges, computer lab, IELTS test center and an amazing
view of the CN Tower
• Repeated winner of the “Top ESL School” for academic
quality and daily social activities, based on an external
international student survey
• Walking distance from our brand-new student residence
shared with Canadian university students
• Seamless transfer to partner universities and colleges
through the University Pathway Program and University
Placement Service
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Top 5 nationality mix

30% Brazil, 28% South Korea, 18% Turkey,
13% Mexico, 11% France

Courses and Programs
English courses
•
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary

Exam Preparation Courses /
University Pathway Program

• English for Academic Pathways /
University Pathway Program
• TOEFL iBT & Academic English
• IELTS Preparation
• Cambridge Exam Preparation
For more information: kaplaninternational.com

OFFERS STUDY

Study 30+ at Toronto
• Study with other career-driven learners in
specialized English classes
• Dedicated school wing for 30+ students, with a
separate student lounge
• Monthly social calendar with exclusive activities and
K+ Clubs for 30+ students, including guest speakers,
professionally relevant outings, and workshops
on résumé writing, interviews, public speaking,
networking skills and more
• Monthly virtual meeting with Study 30+ New York –
great for international networking opportunities
• Separate orientation and graduation ceremony for
30+ students – start and finish your studies with
your likeminded classmates

How to find us:

Casa Loma

35 The Esplanade, Suite 250
Toronto ON, M5E 1Z4
kaplan.to/toronto
facebook.com/kictoronto

High
Park

Art Gallery
of Ontario

Royal Ontario
Museum
Eaton Center

Toronto Zoo
St. Lawrence Market
Hockey Hall of Fame

CN Tower
Rogers Centre
Ripley’s Aquarium
of Canada
Centreville Theme Park
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VANCOUVER
An exhilarating coastal city surrounded by snow-capped mountains and evergreen rainforest, ranked
among the world’s top 10 beach towns

Kaplan student
@simoessbea

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Located on the corner of the fashionable shopping district
of Alberni Street and only 15 minutes’ walk from the
nearest beach
• Just moments away from local bus stops and three
Skytrain stations
• Offers seamless transfers to multiple
Canadian universities
• Organizes frequent ski trips and weekends away to cities
such as Whistler, Victoria and Seattle

English courses

Top 5 nationality mix

• TOEFL iBT & Academic English
• IELTS Preparation
• English for Academic Pathways

35% South Korea, 29% Brazil, 16% Japan, 11% Mexico,
9% Colombia

•
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary

Exam / University Preparation

Lions Gate
Bridge

Capilano
Suspension Bridge

Stanley
Park Vancouver
Aquarium
English Bay
Gastown

Vancouver
Art Gallery
Kitsilano
Beach Park

Dr. Sun Yat-Sen
Classical Chinese
Garden

Rogers Arena
BC Place
Science
Granville
World
Island

How to find us:

Trisha Ko
Korea - Studied in Vancouver

775 Burrard Street
Suite 300, Vancouver BC, V6Z 1X6
kaplan.to/vancouver
facebook.com/kicvancouver
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I tried English tutoring in Korea, but in the end studying in Canada was the
best option for me. Looking back how far I’ve come, it makes me smile.
I have made so many international friends at Kaplan – they literally are
everywhere in different cities! It is the best thing just living in Canada.

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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BATH

Explore the varied
cities and countryside
of the United Kingdom
and Ireland, where
timeless history meets
modern innovation.
With 10 unique locations
to choose from, find
your perfect balance
of traditional and modern.

61 Bath

70 Manchester
72 Oxford
73 Torquay
74 Dublin
Edinburgh

Manchester
Dublin

Liverpool

IRELAND

UK

Cambridge

A quintessentially British city, recognized as a UNESCO World Heritage Site for its 18th century
architecture and beautifully preserved Roman Baths

Oxford
Bath
London
Torquay

Bournemouth

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Located in a historic building, just steps away from
the medieval abbey and close to the cafés, shops and
restaurants of the city center
• Study, relax or socialize between classes in the school’s
peaceful courtyard garden
• Bath offers easy access to other major cities and
attractions, including London, Bristol, Cardiff, Oxford,
Salisbury and Stonehenge

•
•
•
•
•
•

Top 5 nationality mix

65% Italy, 20% Spain, 7% Russia,
6% Saudi Arabia, 2% China

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary (available upon
request)

Exam / University Preparation
• IELTS Preparation

Royal
Crescent
Georgian
Garden

Theatre Royal
Odeon Cinema

Bath Rugby
Football Club

Roman Baths

Bath Abbey
Thermae Bath Spa

Other programs

• Classic Program (40+)
• Demi Pair Program

Pulteney
Bridge

Jane Austen
Centre

Stonehenge

1 Hour Drive
South West

Bath Train
Station

How to find us:
5 Trim Street, Bath, BA1 1HB
kaplan.to/bath
facebook.com/kicbath
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CAMBRIDGE

BOURNEMOUTH
The classic English seaside town, known for its candy-colored beach huts, fairground rides on the pier
and hot salty chips

Reasons to study here
• Our largest English school in the UK, housed in a spacious
modern building just a five-minute bus ride from the
beach and the town center
• Peaceful private garden and large common room on site
• Located in a thriving university town with a lively
nightlife of restaurants, cocktail bars, nightclubs and
comedy venues

Top 5 student nationality mix

43% Italy, 26% Saudia Arabia, 14% Kuwait,
11% Turkey, 6% Russia

Courses and Programs

Meyrick Park

English courses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upper Gardens

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary
(available upon request)

Bournemouth
Train Station

The Avenue
Shopping Centre
Lower Gardens
Parliament
Speakers Bureau

Bournemouth
Beach

Exam / University Preparation
• IELTS Preparation
• Cambridge Exam Preparation

Oceanarium
Bournemouth
Pier

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Housed in a beautiful Edwardian building in the peaceful
Newnham neighborhood, less than a 10-minute bike ride
to the city center
• Access Cambridge University lectures and benefit from an
exciting program of guest speakers
• Enjoy summer barbecues in the school’s private garden
• Free bike hire available to all Academic Year and
Academic Semester students

English courses

Top 5 nationality mix

45% Italy, 15% Brazil, 14% Turkey,
14% Germany, 12% China

•
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary

Exam / University Preparation
• IELTS Preparation
• Cambridge Exam Preparation

How to find us:

How to find us:
130-136 Poole Road, Bournemouth, BH4 9EF
kaplan.to/bournemouth
facebook.com/kicbournemouth
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One of the world’s oldest and greatest university cities – follow in the footsteps of history’s great
writers, scientists and politicians

For more information: kaplaninternational.com

Stansted 22 miles
South
Airport

Bridge of Sighs
Grafton Shopping
Centre
Trinity College
Anglia Ruskin
Queen’s College
University
Mathematical
Bridge
King’s College

The Fitzwilliam
Museum

River Cam
Cambridge University
Botanic Gardens
Grantchester Cambridge Train Station
Meadows

75 Barton Road, Cambridge, CB3 9LG
kaplan.to/cambridge
facebook.com/kiccambridge
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EDINBURGH
Home to Gothic castles, top universities and the world’s biggest arts festival, Edinburgh is full of history,
culture and educational excellence

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Social program includes unique Scottish experiences like
ceilidh dancing, whisky distillery visits and weekend trips
to the Scottish Highlands, which can be booked in school
• Offers an Edinburgh Festival Course and a Scottish
Culture elective
• Student residence is close to the school and open yearround, and excellent host families can be booked directly
through Kaplan
• Runs in-school yoga classes

English courses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top 5 nationality mix

• IELTS Preparation
• Cambridge Exam Preparation
• Trinity GESE Exam Preparation
(for closed groups)

28% Germany, 23% Italy, 19% Saudi Arabia,
16% Spain, 14% France

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary

Exam / University Preparation

Edinburgh Playhouse
Calton Hill
Palace of
Holyrood

Queen Street

Scottish National
Portrait

Edinburgh
Old Town

Edinburgh Castle
National Museum
of Scotland
Usher Hall

Edinburgh
Airport

9 miles
West

University of
Edinburgh

How to find us:

Myriam Martinez
Spain - Studied in Edinburgh

9 Albyn Place, Edinburgh, EH2 4NG
kaplan.to/edinburgh
facebook.com/kicedinburgh
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I am an English teacher, so this experience has helped me a lot to improve
my English and learn more about Scottish culture. I think that the teachers
are good. They teach us useful ways to improve our English. I enjoyed my
stay, I spoke and learnt a lot of English!

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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LIVERPOOL
A thriving capital of music, culture, business and sport, home to The Beatles and rich maritime history

Reasons to study here

Top 5 nationality mix

Courses and Programs

• Specializes in Business English – take our Business
Intensive course in a school located in the city’s central
business district
• Conveniently located just two minutes’ walk from
Moorfields underground station and and a 10-minute
walk from our newest student residence
• Close to the Cavern Club, where The Beatles
first performed
• With UNESCO World Heritage Status, Liverpool’s Pier
Head is a beautiful landmark just a five-minute walk from
the school
• Organizes regular trips to the famous Anfield stadium,
home to Liverpool Football Club
• Known for its low cost of living, Liverpool provides an
affordable way to study on a budget

62% China, 15% Saudi Arabia, 10% Italy,
7% Russia, 6% France

English courses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary
Business Intensive

Exam / University Preparation
• IELTS Preparation
• Cambridge Exam Preparation

Other courses

• Classic Program (40+)

OFFERS STUDY

Study 30+ at Liverpool
• Study with other career-driven learners in
specialized English classes
• Entire school floor for 30+ students, with separate
reception, study center and breakout area
• Exclusive social program, including a weekly coffee
club for practicing English in a relaxed environment
• Monthly guest speaker providing insight into
different professional and business environments
in the UK
• Separate induction and graduation ceremony
for 30+ students – start and finish your studies
with your likeminded classmates

Anfield Stadium

World
Museum
The Cavern Club
Liverpool
Liverpool Lime
Waterfront
Street Station
Maritime Merseyside Museum
Albert
Liverpool Cathedral
Dock
Echo Arena

How to find us:
Cotton House, Old Hall Street,
Liverpool, L3 9TX
kaplan.to/liverpool
facebook.com/kicliverpool
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For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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LONDON
London is a city like no other: rich with culture and history, every street you walk reveals a different story

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Offers a packed social program including free-of-charge
trips to the Sky Garden, Science and Natural History
Museums, discounted tickets for award-winning West End
musicals and weekend trips to European cities
• Provides a London Walking Tour on the first day – a great
opportunity to orientate yourself and see the sights
• Steps away from London’s famous Covent Garden market
and a two-minute walk away from the British Museum
• Organizes a weekly pub night where students from over
60 countries can meet and network

English courses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top 5 nationality mix

• IELTS Preparation
• Cambridge Exam Preparation

31% France, 30% Italy, 15% Turkey,
13% Russia, 11% Brazil
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OFFERS STUDY

Study 30+ at London
• Study with other career-driven learners in
specialized English classes
• Dedicated study areas for 30+ students
• Specializes in courses with a professional or
academic focus – take intensive, one-to-one
classes on subjects such as English for Engineering,
Medicine or Law
• Organizes frequent networking events and lectures
from exciting guest speakers providing insight into
different professional and business environments
in the UK
• Bespoke social program for 30+ students includes
pub nights, art gallery and museum visits, river
cruises and more

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary
Business Intensive

Exam / University Preparation

For more information: kaplaninternational.com

How to find us:
3-4 Southampton Place
London, WC1A 2DA
kaplan.to/coventgarden
facebook.com/kiclondoncolleges

Madame Tussauds
London

The British
Museum

Oxford Circus

Soho
Theatreland

Piccaddily Circus
Hyde
Park

Trafalgar
Square
Buckingham
Palace

London Heathrow 19 miles
West
Airport

London Eye
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MANCHESTER
Full of energy, creativity and pride, Manchester is a welcoming city with a thriving student life and
the fastest growing food and drink scene in the country

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Located in the vibrant Northern Quarter of the city center,
a favorite haunt of artists, DJs and indie bands
• Steps away from the nearest bus stop – and even better,
bus travel around the city center is free
• Home to a large and diverse student population, with over
95,000 students studying across the city
• Organizes regular trips to Old Trafford and the Etihad
stadium, the home grounds of Manchester United and
Manchester City football teams

•
•
•
•
•
•

Top 5 nationality mix

54% Saudi Arabia, 23% Kuwait, 8% France,
8% Italy, 7% China

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary
(available upon request)

Exam / University Preparation
• IELTS Preparation
• OET Preparation
• Trinity GESE Exam Preparation
(for closed groups)

National Football
Manchester
Museum

City F.C.

Royal Exchange
Theatre
John Ryland’s
Library

Manchester
Art Gallery
Palace Theatre

Museum of
Science and
University of
Industry
Manchester
Manchester
United F.C.

I love Manchester! It’s not too big or too small, you can find everything you
need and the people are really friendly too.
Serap Arisal
Turkey - Studied in Manchester

How to find us:
1 Portland Street, 6th Floor,
Manchester, M1 3BE
kaplan.to/manchester
facebook.com/kiemanchester
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For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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TORQUAY

OXFORD
This magical city of ancient libraries, Gothic walkways and medieval colleges has been nurturing great
minds for centuries

Reasons to study here
• Located in a large Edwardian house in the elegant
Summertown area, a short walk from Port Meadow and
five minutes by bus or bike from the town center
• Has a stylish on-site café serving hot and cold food,
including vegetarian and halal options
• Enjoy summer barbecues, socializing and outdoor games
in the school’s large private garden
• Arranges weekend trips to cities such as Paris, Amsterdam
and Edinburgh

Top 5 nationality mix
64% Italy, 12% Uruguay, 11% Spain, 7% Argentina,
6% Saudi Arabia

Courses and Programs
English courses
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester

Exam / University Preparation
• IELTS Preparation
• Trinity GESE Exam Preparation
(for closed groups)

How to find us:

Oxford University
Museum of Natural
History

Ashmolean
Museum

University
of Oxford
Bodleian Library

Christ Church
Meadow
Cowley Road cafes, bars and shops
O2 Academy Oxford

Oxford Castle

108 Banbury Road, Oxford, OX2 6JU
kaplan.to/oxford
facebook.com/kieoxford
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A pretty coastal town that combines the charm of the English seaside and rich history with a
Mediterranean spirit

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Beautiful school grounds, including a private swimming
pool, an on-site café and a gazebo set in terraced gardens
• Only five minutes’ walk from the town center
• Known as the English Riviera, Torquay is a UNESCO
Geopark, an area of unique geological interest and natural
beauty, with sustainable organic farms and environmental
initiatives nearby

English courses

Top 5 nationality mix

39% Spain, 18% France, 16% Saudi Arabia,
15% Italy, 12% Russia

•
•
•
•
•
•

General English
Semi-Intensive English
Intensive English
Academic Year
Academic Semester
Business Supplementary
(available upon request)

Exam / University Preparation
• IELTS Preparation
• OET Preparation
• Trinity GESE Exam Preparation
(for closed groups)

Oddicombe Beach

Lymington Road Coach Station

Kents Cavern
Prehistoric Caves
Torre Abbey &
Union Street cafes,
Riviera Sports Centre bars and shops
Fleet Walk Central Cinema
Torquay Museum
shopping centre
Torre Abbey
AMF Bowling Centre
Sands
Princess Pier and
Torquay
harbourside marina
shopping
train station

How to find us:
30 Ash Hill Road
Torquay, TQ1 3HZ

For more information: kaplaninternational.com

kaplan.to/torquay
facebook.com/kictorquay
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DUBLIN
A famously friendly city where the modern meets the traditional – visit the ancient castle and the
glittering Tech Quarter all in the same day

Reasons to study here
• Located in Dublin’s lively Temple Bar area, the city’s hub
of culture and nightlife, with excellent transport links
• Housed in an elegant 19th century building on the bank
of the River Liffey, less than a 20-minute walk from our
year-round student residence
• Organizes regular trips around Ireland – take in the
country’s dramatic scenery including the famous Cliffs of
Moher, the Wicklow Mountains or the picturesque village
of Howth

Top 5 nationality mix
35% Italy, 29% France, 16% Spain,
11% Germany, 9% Brazil

Courses and Programs
English courses

• General English
• Semi-Intensive English
• Intensive English
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• Academic Year
• Academic Semester
• Business Supplementary

Exam / University Preparation
• IELTS Preparation
• Cambridge Exam Preparation
• Trinity GESE Exam Preparation
(for closed groups)

Other courses

• CELTA teacher training
• English Plus Professional Certificates

How to find us:

Dublin City Gallery
Jameson
Distillery

The Spire

The Brazen Head

Guinness
Storehouse

Trinity
College

Dublin Castle
National Gallery of Ireland
St Patrick’s
Cathedral
Dublin St Stephen’s
Green
Business
School
Iveagh
Gardens

The Presbytery Building,
7 Exchange Street Lower, Temple Bar
Dublin D08 PX27

I wanted to learn English with the best and I found that Kaplan is one of the
best English schools in the world. That reputation made me investigate more
about their method and every review that found on the Internet was more
encouraging. I can communicate better with different people, understand
our differences and also now I’m getting more job offers.
Zaira Vasconcelos
Angola - Studied in Dublin

kaplan.to/dublin
facebook.com/kicdublin

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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LEARN ENGLISH IN AUSTRALIA

Pick from five stunning
destinations across
Australia. Each offers
a welcoming climate,
a relaxed lifestyle and
impressive natural and
man-made sights.

With Kaplan in Australia, you can choose to learn English at five different campuses, located in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Adelaide and Perth. Each trimester, you’ll have the opportunity to transfer between campus locations* (pending subject availability)
to experience the unique character and qualities each city has to offer.
Enjoy beach and harbor living in Sydney, explore Australia’s cultural capital of Melbourne, immerse yourself in Brisbane’s sunny,
laid-back lifestyle, share in Adelaide’s exciting festival calendar or discover the pristine natural beauty of Perth. In each
location, Kaplan Business School also delivers quality business courses, an unparalleled student experience and outstanding
graduate outcomes.
*Limited course offering available at Kaplan Business School Perth. For more information, please visit kbs.edu.au/perth

STUDYING AT KAPLAN BUSINESS SCHOOL
In addition to your English studies in Australia, at Kaplan Business School you can study a diverse range of both undergraduate and
postgraduate business courses. Rapidly improve your English language level and gain a globally recognized business degree that
will help you get ahead in your international career.

AUSTRALIA

Brisbane

Perth

Sydney
Adelaide

2,375 HIGH ACHIEVERS
RECOGNIZED AND
REWARDED

AVERAGE OF ONLY 23
STUDENTS PER CLASS
Weighted average across 2020.

Across all trimesters in 2020.

Melbourne

AMONG THE TOP 3
STUDENT MIX OF MORE
MOST POPULAR MBA THAN 80 NATIONALITIES
Based on student numbers between
COURSES IN AUSTRALIA
Based on 2019 enrollments, released
in March 2021 by the Department of
Education, Skills and Employment.

2018-2020.

WHY CHOOSE KAPLAN BUSINESS SCHOOL?
• High-quality education
• Expert teachers with real-world experience
• Outstanding student support
• Globally recognized course provider
• Excellent industry and university partners
• Free lifetime access to course materials & career coaching

WHAT COURSES CAN I STUDY?
Kaplan Business School’s undergraduate and postgraduate business courses cover business-related subjects including
accounting, marketing, digital management, leadership and more. We also offer academic internships to equip you
with industry knowledge and skills, as well as a range of English language courses to help you prepare for the Englishspeaking workplace.
For our full list of courses, please visit kbs.edu.au/courses

AUSTRALIA
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LEARN FRENCH AND GERMAN
CONTENTS
80 Lyon
82 Berlin
83 Freiburg
84 Montreux

Study French or German with Alpadia
Language Schools and discover
the unparalleled natural beauty,
rich history and cultural diversity of
France, Germany and Switzerland.
Explore mountains, forests, worldclass museums, impressive galleries
and cutting-edge architecture at
one of these four destinations
across Europe.

Berlin

GERMANY

FRANCE

Freiburg
Montreux

Lyon

SWITZERLAND

FRANCE

GERMANY SWITZERLAND
78

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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LYON
The city of lights is sophisticated and historic, with excellent museums, a dynamic cultural life and
fantastic shopping

Reasons to study here
• Located in the heart of the city center in a beautiful 19th
century building that overlooks the Rhône
• Just a stone’s throw from the biggest square in Lyon –
soak up the atmosphere in nearby cafés and restaurants
after class
• Has direct access to the best pedestrian shopping areas
of the city
• Less than a five-minute walk away from a subway station
and bus stop
• All classrooms are bright and spacious with high ceilings

Top 5 nationality mix

26% Switzerland, 12% Colombia, 7% USA
7% Italy, 6% Spain

Courses and Programs
French courses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard French
Intensive French
Premium French
Combi 5 French
Combi 10 French
French language + work experience/
internship
• French language + volunteering

ALPADIA

Lyon

Exam / University Preparation
• DELF/DALF
• TCF
• University Pathway Program

How to find us:

Alice Pignacca
Italy - Studied in Lyon

Quai Jules Courmont 6
69002 Lyon, France
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There are many things to do in Lyon and it’s also a perfect city for going
out at night with friends. I stayed with a host family and I think this is the
best accommodation option for practicing French. The classes were really
interesting and useful – the teachers were very competent, and I also got to
meet many students from all over the world.

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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FREIBURG

BERLIN
An avant-garde capital that’s alive with urban creativity, fascinating history and cultural diversity

Reasons to study here
• Located in the lively Schöneberg district, near to many
cafés, bars, restaurants and the capital’s main attractions
• Has an on-site conference room, internet café and a
spacious lounge where you can relax during breaks and
buy refreshments
• Offers a wide range of activities, from museum visits to
open-air cinema trips
• Easy to reach from your accommodation – metro stations
and bus stops are just two minutes away from the school

Offers the B2 Guarantee: We can guarantee
your progression to a B2 level if you follow the
personal learning path defined for you. If you
have not obtained your B2 level after your agreed
course duration, we will provide up to four weeks
of group lessons for free. Please contact your
advisor for more information.
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Top 5 nationality mix

33% Switzerland, 22% Syria, 9% Italy
4% Korea, 4% Spain

Courses and Programs
German courses
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard German
Intensive German
Premium German
Combi 5 German
Combi 10 German
German language + work experience/
internship
• German language + volunteering

Exam / University Preparation
•
•
•
•
•

Goethe Zertifikat
TELC Deutsch
TestDaF
University Pathway Program
Career Pathway Program

ALPADIA

Berlin

Known as the capital of the Black Forest, Freiburg is the sunniest city in Germany and has stunning
natural landscapes

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Located in the center of a lively college town inside an
elegant neoclassical house
• Close to the university, shops and the historical center
with its beautiful Gothic cathedral
• Has an on-site cafeteria, wonderful garden and
spacious terrace
• Easy to reach by bike – Freiburg has over 400 kilometers
of cycle lanes
• Organizes trips to Zurich and Strasbourg, Freiburg’s
neighbors in nearby Switzerland and France

German courses

Top 5 nationality mix

41% Switzerland, 11% USA, 10% Syria,
9% Italy, 4% Japan

How to find us:

Haupstraße 23/24, 10827
Berlin, Germany

For more information: kaplaninternational.com

•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard German
Intensive German
Premium German
Combi 5 German
Combi 10 German
German language + work experience/
internship
• German language + volunteering

ALPADIA

Freiburg

Exam / University Preparation
• TELC Deutsch
• University Pathway Program
• Career Pathway Program

How to find us:
Werthmannstrasse 18, 79098 Freiburg,
Germany
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MONTREUX
The pearl of the Swiss Riviera – a beautiful lakeside resort, ideal for mountain sports

Reasons to study here

Courses and Programs

• Stunning location on the edge of Lake Geneva, one of the
most visited places in French-speaking Switzerland
• Easy to reach from your accommodation – public
transport is less than a five-minute walk away
• Great on-site facilities including a cafeteria, fully-equipped
kitchen and welcoming terraces where you can relax
with friends
• Close to one of the world’s largest ski resorts, Les Portes
du Soleil – ideal in the winter months
• One of our smaller schools – perfect for students who
want a quieter learning environment

French courses

Top 5 nationality mix

• DELF/DALF
• TCF
• University Pathway Program

75% Switzerland, 5% Russia, 3% Colombia,
2% Spain, 2% Mexico

•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard French
Intensive French
Premium French
Combi 5 French
Combi 10 French
French language + work experience/
internship
• French language + volunteering

ALPADIA

Montreux

Exam / University Preparation

The teaching offered by Alpadia allowed me to quickly overcome my shyness
and break down the linguistic barrier so that I could fully take advantage of
my language learning experience in Switzerland. Once I returned to Russia, I
was able to use my acquired skills in French working with business partners.
Linda Gabin
Russia - Studied in Montreux

How to find us:

Grand-Rue 42
1820 Montreux, Switzerland
84

For more information: kaplaninternational.com
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Language Programs For Juniors
LEARN A LANGUAGE AT ONE OF OUR FANTASTIC
JUNIOR DESTINATIONS ACROSS EUROPE AND THE USA
Our immersive language courses for students aged 8-17 years mix quality tuition with adventure,
bringing together young students from all over the world. Learn English in England, Switzerland or
Germany. Learn German or French in France, Switzerland or Germany.

Our Language Camp Locations
Our summer, spring and fall camps have a rich and action-packed program of all-inclusive
activities and excursions.* Your days will be filled with fun language classes and a range of
activities, from sports to shopping trips and sightseeing. You can upgrade your experience with
our Premium Plus activities - choose from packages including watersports, amusement parks,
creative arts, horseriding and more. You’ll also have free time to just relax and enjoy your time
at the camp with your new friends.

ENGLAND

LEYSIN JUNIORS AND TEENS
(ENGLISH, FRENCH)

LONDON-CITY

Alpine resort with modern facilities
including an indoor swimming pool

Located on the campus of Goldsmiths
University, with excellent facilities

MONTREUX RIVIERA
(FRENCH ONLY)

BRIGHTON

Steps away from the lovely promenades
along the shores of Lake Geneva

(FOR ENGLISH ONLY)
FUN-PACKED PROGRAMS
Our young students will live the experience
of a lifetime and return home with fun-filled,
lasting memories and improved linguistic skills.
Exciting excursions and fun extracurricular
activities are not just an add-on to our junior
programs – they’re an integral part of the
language learning process.

Set in an impressive Victorian building on a
clifftop with beautiful ocean views

Our teachers will prepare classroom activities
based on the day’s outing or activities, and
you’ll put your language skills into practice
while you’re exploring a new destination and
learning more about the sights. If you’re in
a homestay, you’ll be able to practice the
language you’ve learned in class at home with
your friendly host family.

BATH

GERMANY

Housed in a historic building in the heart of
this classically British city

BERLIN-WANNSEE
(GERMAN ONLY)

TORQUAY

Located in the peaceful Grunewald district,
30 minutes from central Berlin

A charming seaside center in the
English Riviera with its own pool and
outdoor terrace

PROJECT-BASED LEARNING

FRANCE

Practice grammar, listening, reading and writing
skills, following a fun and engaging curriculum
specially designed for younger learners.
Produce a magazine, put on a fashion show or
film and edit your own video – all as part of your
language lessons. Working with other students
on exciting projects, you’ll develop your
creativity, leadership and time management
skills, all while improving your language fluency.

PARIS-IGNY (FRENCH ONLY)
Set in a five-hectare park, 40 minutes from
central Paris

PARIS-PASSY (FRENCH, ENGLISH)
Set on a lush green campus, 45 minutes
away from the city center

ACCOMMODATION & MEALS INCLUDED

BIARRITZ (FRENCH ONLY)

We have strict safety and security policies at our
student residences, with staff on site around the
clock. Our friendly host families are extensively
checked and carefully selected based on their
experience in caring for young international
students. There is also a 24-hour emergency
helpline for any queries, concerns or problems.

In a quaint Basque town close to the beach
and mountains

NICE (FRENCH ONLY)
Just 650 meters from the beach, in front of
the beautiful Promenade du Paillon

SWITZERLAND

All meals are provided either by the host family
or in the student residence, and we can cater for
a wide range of dietary restrictions.

ENGELBERG (GERMAN, ENGLISH)
Located in a beautifully renovated 12th
century Benedictine monastery

BERLIN-WERBELLINSEE
(GERMAN, ENGLISH)
Surrounded by the forest on the banks of
Lake Werbellinsee

FREIBURG (GERMAN ONLY)
At the edge of the forest, just 20 minutes
away from the town center

FRANKFURT-LAHNTAL
(GERMAN ONLY)
Set among typical medieval architecture in
the upper part of the Lahn Valley

EXAMPLE WEEKLY
EXCURSIONS
• Windsor Castle (Bath)
• London sightseeing (Brighton)
• Disneyland Paris (Paris-Igny)
• Aquapark (Montreux Riviera and
Leysin Juniors & Teens)
• Checkpoint Charlie (BerlinWerbellinsee)

*We offer spring and fall camps in Leysin (Switzerland) for English, French and German for juniors aged 8-17.
Learn more about our programs for juniors: kaplaninternational.com/junior-language-courses
Download our summer camps brochure for more information: https://www.alpadia.com/en/brochure
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USA

CANADA

UNITED
KINGDOM

IRELAND

SWITZERLAND Montreux
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ENGLISH COURSES

PAGE NUMBER

Chicago
45

Los Angeles
46

New York
48

San Francisco - Berkeley
50

Santa Barbara
52

Seattle
54

Toronto
56

Vancouver
58

Bath
61

Bournemouth
62

Cambridge
63

Edinburgh
64

Liverpool
66

London
68

Manchester
70

Oxford
72

Torquay
73

Dublin
74

SCHOOLS FOR Liverpool
STUDENTS
30+
London
68

New York
48

Toronto
56

FRANCE

Lyon
80

GERMANY

Berlin
82

Freiburg
83
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TestDaf

Goethe-Intitut Exam Preparation

TELC Exam Preparation

TCF Test in Language Skills

DELF / DALF Exam Preparation

EXAM PREPARATION

Career Pathway

University Pathway

Exam Prep 30

Combi 5 & 10 Courses

Private & Online Lessons

Premium 30

Standard 20

Intensive 25

FRENCH AND GERMAN COURSES

Classic Program (40+)

Teacher Training

OTHER PROGRAMS

English for Academic Pathways

English for Academic Purposes

Cambridge Exam Preparation

IELTS Preparation

GMAT®/GRE® Preparation

TOEFL iBT® & Academic English

EXAM / UNIVERSITY PREPARATION

Business Intensive

Business Supplementary

Intensive Academic Semester

Academic Semester

Intensive Academic Year

Academic Year

Intensive English

Semi-intensive English

General English

S Under 150 students
L

Over 300 students

Boston - Harvard Square 44
ACCOMMODATION

M 150–300 students

Chicago
M

Los Angeles
L

New York
L

Santa Barbara
S

San Francisco - Berkeley
L

Seattle
S

Toronto
S

Vancouver
S

Bath
S

Bournemouth
L

Cambridge
M

Edinburgh
L

Liverpool
M

London
L

Manchester
M

Oxford
M

Torquay
S

Dublin
M

Lyon
S

Berlin
M

Freiburg
M

Montreux
S

SCHOOL SIZE
Swimming Pool

Garden/Outdoor Area

Disabled Access

Vending Machines / Cafeteria

Library

WiFi

Student Lounge

Study Center

K+ Curriculum

Interactive Whiteboards

FACILITIES

Volunteering

Work Experience Program

Internships

Paid Work & Study

University Placement Service

Overseas Student Health Cover

Travel & Medical Insurance

Airport Transfers

SERVICES

Course Without Accommodation

Hotel and Bed & Breakfast

Studio

Self-catering Homestay

Residential

Student Apartment

Homestay

COURSES OFFERED AT KAPLAN
AND ALPADIA SCHOOLS
FACILITIES AND SERVICES OFFERED
AT KAPLAN AND ALPADIA SCHOOLS

Boston - Harvard Square M
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Please note that school size is based on an average number of students per year, the actual number varies depending on the time of year.
Internships in London and Dublin are only available to students with an EU passport due to visa restrictions.
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ACCREDITATIONS AND MEMBERSHIPS
English courses by Kaplan

Kaplan International Languages
has over 80 years of teaching
experience and is a recognized
leader in language education.
Our schools are inspected
by approved accrediting bodies,
which adhere to high academic
standards and excellent
levels of service in all areas
of our operations.

USA

Canada

United Kingdom

Ireland

Kaplan International
in the USA is accredited
by ACCET (Accrediting Council
for Continuing Education
and Training).

Kaplan International
Languages schools
in Canada are accredited
members of Languages
Canada and have designation
as an International Student
Program (ISP).

UK Kaplan International
Languages schools listed
in this brochure are accredited
by the British Council.

Kaplan International
Dublin is a member
of MEI and is recognized
by ACELS, a service of Quality
and Qualifications Ireland,
for English language
teaching (ELT).

California: This
institution is a private
institution approved to
operate by the California
Bureau for Private
Postsecondary Education.
Approval to operate means
the institution is compliant
with the minimum standards
contained in the California
Private Postsecondary
Education Act of 2009
(as amended) and Division
7.5 of Title 5 of the California
Code of Regulations.

So, whichever destination
you choose, you can be sure
of a high-quality experience
both in and outside
of the classroom.

Kaplan International
Vancouver holds
a designation certificate
from PTIB and is under
BC EQA (Education
Quality Assurance).

UK Kaplan International
Languages schools listed
in this brochure are members
of ENGLISH UK.

Australia

Kaplan International
Languages schools
in Australia are members
of English Australia.

New York: Licensed by the
State of New York, New York
State Education Department.
Kaplan International is a
member of NAFSA Association
of International Educators
and TESOL (Teachers
of English to Speakers
of Other Languages).

www.eaquals.org

French and German courses
by Alpadia from Kaplan

An introduction to the Eaquals logo

The Eaquals logo is designed to reflect the values of the organisation. Its recognisable
symbol; legible, bespoke typestyle; and strong colours aim to create a clear brand in the
worldwide language education marketplace.

The Eaquals logo is derived from the organisation’s
original logo, which utilised the ring of yellow stars
within the EU flag to reflect its earlier links with

language teaching in Europe. The new logo develops

that heritage to present a more unique, focused image.
The Eaquals logo retains the blue and yellow of the EU
flag, to provide continuity with its heritage, but instead
of the ring of stars, it focuses on a single ‘gold’ star - a
recognised symbol of reward around the world. The

The logo uses a modern, bespoke, hand-drawn

typestyle for the name. This is in lower case characters,
apart from the initial capital ‘E’, to make it clear and
legible to stakeholders from different language

traditions. This clear presentation is designed to make
it easier for students to know what to enter into a
search engine, as well as to indicate how the name
should be spoken: ‘equals’ not E-A-Q-U-A-L-S.
The strapline - Excellence in Language Education - is

gold star is central to the Eaquals brand and you will

retained from the previous logo and its sentiment is

see it used in isolation within Eaquals publications.

enhanced by the single gold star.

Pantone

Reflex Blue
4-colour process

100C 89M 27Y 11K
Screen

100R 22G 137B
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